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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the marketing communication processin high technology companies.

Different theories in the marketing communication strategy area are concluded in the stages

analysis and background, target market, objectives, communication desig, media cahnnels,

measurements and evaluation. The focus of the thesiswill be on who high technology companies

target in their marketing, what they communicate, and selection of media channels. The target

audiences is described depending on demographics, risk factors thatmight be an issue, where in

the product life cykle they purchase and what stage in the decision process is targeted. The

communication design is labeled according to execution formats,creative strategy, appeal and

creative theme. The media selection in its turn will be asses depending on Sweds view of the

media and the characteristics. Futher correlations between the different factors and sales will be

analysed.

The findings of this thesis are that most competitors target the samegroup of people with small

differences in interest groups and occupations. Mostly an early majority is targeted, risk factors

reduced are either technology, social, or psychological. In the decision process, some companies

target meny different stages while other only target one stage. The communication design differ

much from competitor to competitor. There are no distinct findings despite what the different

comperitors choose. In terms of execution formats, creative strategy, appeal and creative theme.

Common media channels are newspapers, magazines but also television. Findings is that

newspapers and magazines are suitable media channels for high technology products. Television

is not very cost effective media it and also requre a strong brand.

Correlations found is that market shares seem to drop if share of media space amongst the

top five competitors is below 5%. Further product centered advertisements are most

common amongst those ads where a positive effect on sales can be observed. Positive

combination of media channels when companies want to raise theirprices is provincial

press and popular press. If the media space share is 15% or higher andthe media

channels used is mostly provincial and popular press the companies should not loose

market shares even though raising prices.
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1. Background  

This chapter will give an introduction to theories connected to marketing communication 

strategy and marketing theories for high technology products.  

Companies producing high technology products have relied on technological advantage to remain

competitiveness for a long time (Traynor, 2003). Still today high-tech companies rely on product

focus and are driven by innovation. (Rosen, Schroeder, & Purinton, 1998). The high-tech market

is complex with rapid product change, technological advances and fast moving changes in

demand (Meldrum, 1995). It is a highly dynamic market where technology keeps growing in

leaps and bounds. The product life-cycle is becoming increasingly shorter and new products are

introduced on the market with an ever growing rate (Reddy, 1997).Relying on technology

advantage is becoming more and more difficult and technological superiority alone is no longer a

guarantee for success (Davidow, 1986; Traynor, 2003). Due to customer demand, market leaders,

and industry standards it is becoming more common that companies are forced towards

uniformity of the products on the market (Davidow, 1986).

The changes for high technology products has made marketing a matter oflife and death, brand

recognition being crucial since no customer will evaluate all products on the market comparing

their technologies before purchasing. Therefore the importance of marketing techniques has

increased. (Davidow, 1986; Traynor, 2003) To be a successful high-tech company it must be

marketing-oriented as well as technology driven. Marketing the product as well as the overall

marketing strategy is important. (Davidow, 1986) Manufacturers must carefully consider what to

produce and how to price, promote, and distribute their products (Reddy, 1997). Before setting

the marketing strategy one must be clear about company strategy(Fill, 1995; Kotler & Keller,

2006; Parente, 2006; Percy, 2001). Strategic planning involves determining objectives, setting up

strategies and implementing the tactics. Objectives can be seen as the goal, strategy choosing the

road to travel and implementation actually traveling there. (Wells,Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

Strategic planning usually begins with the business strategy plan, moving to functional level plans

like marketing plan, and finally plans for each sub-functionsare made (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty,

2003; Kotler & Keller, 2006). Business level strategic planning should include internal and

external analysis of the company and the marketplace. Not only internal and external analysis is
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important. Finding the correct position for the company includingidentity, profile and image is

essential for the company to maintain and increase the competitive position. (Holm, 2006)

Setting the marketing strategy companies must not only take into consideration corporate goal

and mission but also the macro environment (Kotler & Keller, 2006). The marketing mix includes

not only promotion but a blend of activities relating to the four Ps; product, price, place and

promotion. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003) Planning and coordinating the marketing mix a

common instrument is the marketing plan (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001). Five key areas are

important when planning marketing activities; making a product description, assessing the market,

identifying source of business, competitive analysis and setting the objectives.Product 

descriptions are made to be clear about what the company can offer,market assessment can

identify possible influences for future success, and findingsource of business is identifying future

customers and competitors. Making acompetitive evaluation customer opinion of competitors is

investigated and creative strategy mapped. Setting theobjectives are simply the goals for the

marketing. (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001)

Commonly marketers in high-tech companies use a marketing approach where technical

superiority or exclusivity of the product is promoted. But lately some marketers have noticed that

there are some similarities in marketing high-tech products and marketing designer clothing, beer,

and rock-concerts. (Traynor, 2003) Davidow (1989) writes that greatpromotions for high-tech

products are interwoven with the company, not only arguing the product but also reflecting

corporate strategy. The business strategy, followed by the marketing strategy should underlie the

marketing communication strategy which gives guidelines forall communication relating to

marketing. (Holm, 2006; Fill, 1995, Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

Planning communication especially advertising different models and important factors have been

presented. Wellset al (2003) presents three requirements; it should match the rightaudience, 

have the rightmessage and use the rightmedia strategy. Parente (2006) writes that the general

plan when making a campaign is to put something in each ad that leaves a similar impression in

the mind of the consumer so that they feel that one ad is a continuation of others.

Different models have been presented for development of effective marketing communication.

These models commonly use some kind of information gathering before planning of marketing

communications. Theories in the area uses a series of steps that aregone through when
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communication is designed, with the difference that the integrated marketing communication

model by Fill (1995) connects all steps to each other. The theory ofintegrated marketing

communications promotes integration in all direction as well as integration throughout the

promotion mix (Holm 2006; Fill, 1995). An overview of four differentmodels is given in figure

1.1 (Fill, 1995; Kotler & Keller, 2006; Parente, 2006; Percy, 2001).

Figure 1.1: Four models over marketing communication planning process (Kotler et al, 2006; 

Percy et al, 2001; Parente, 2006; Fill 1995) 

In this figure the marketing communication models have been divided into six major areas of

concern, analysis and background, target market, objectives, communication design, channel and

media channels and measurement and evaluation.

Davidow (1986) states that marketing the product and the overall marketing strategy is important

for high technology companies. However high-tech marketing theories mostly revolve around

introduction and adaptation of new technologies or the life-cycle ofthe product. (Davidow, 1986;

Meade, Rabelo & Jones, 2006; Meldrum, 1995; Reddy, 1997; Tanawat & Audhesh, 2006;

Traynor & Traynor, 2003) But how does marketers in large high-technology companies plan and

execute their marketing communication? As seen in figure 1.1 there are six steps that can be

derived from existing theories about strategic communication planning. For high technology

products it is known that the customer base changes rapidly as the technology grows in leaps and
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bounds (Reddy, 1997) As the target audience is an important factorto consider when marketing

high-technology products, focus will be on this part of the planning process. Customer will

evaluate all products on the market comparing their technologies before purchasing and therefore

the importance of message design and medial selection increases (Davidow, 1986; Traynor, 2003)
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2. Marketing Communication 

In this chapter the planning process of marketing communications theories will be discussed. 

Different authors view of what analysis and information gathering appropriate prior to planning 

of communication are presented here.  The focus will be on important steps in the planning 

process such as the selection of target market, communication design, and media selection.  

Marketing communication strategic planning processes can be divided into six major areas, as

shown in figure 1.1 (Kolter & Keller, 2006; Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001; Parente, 2006, Fill

1995).

1. Analysis and background

2. Target market selection

3. Setting objectives

4. Communication design

5. Choosing media channels

6. Measurements and evaluation.

Planning, implementing and evaluating the marketing communications integration of the different

areas are important. Both the overall corporate goals and marketing plan should be integrated.

Other levels of integration to consider are integration of the communication tools and creative

design integration. (Holm, 2006)

2.1. Analysis and Background 

The corporate strategy supplies all other underlying levels with directions in the planning process

leading forward to the marketing communication. This means that ineffective decisions at the top

of the organization will lead to sub-optimal decisions further down in the decision chain. (Davies,

1992) Planning marketing communication should be based on previous decisions and research

made connected to business mission and marketing plan (Kotler & Keller, 2006; Davies, 1992).

Davies (1992) presents a model with sequential stages beginning with corporate mission or

statement of direction on which marketing strategies are based upon, see figure 2.1. Part of the

marketing strategy is advertising strategy and media strategy.The advertising strategy consists of

advertising objectives, targeting, central theme or creative platform, appeals, and execution.
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Advertising strategy is a broader concept than creative strategy which includes creative platform,

appeals, and execution. (Davies, 1992)

Figure 2.1: Hierarchy flowchart model for sequential messages. (Davies, 1992, p.46) 

The model also recognizes that other department objectives might interfere with goals set at a

marketing level and that advertising objectives might come inconflict with other marketing mix

decisions (Davies, 1992). Decisions made regarding the marketing mix four Ps were often made

separately and because of this the theory of marketing integration evolved (Parente, 2006). The

concept of integrated marketing communications (IMC) became widely known during the 1990s

and unlike the other theories IMC encourages management and control of all market

communication ensuring that the brand positioning, personality and message are coordinated over

all elements of the communication mix. The two key themes of integrated marketing are the

usage of many different marketing activities to communicate and coordination of marketing

activities. (Kotler & Keller, 2006) The integrated marketing communication model points out the

importance of consistency in the strategy planning and executing, seven different levels of

integration are distinguished. (Holm, 2006)

1. Vertical objective integration when communication objectives fit marketing objective and

corporate objective.

2. Horizontal/functional integration referring to marketing communications fit relatively other

business functions such as manufacturing or human resource management. 

3. Good marketing mix integration is when the mix of product, price and place decisions is

consistent with communication message.

4. Communication mix integration is when all the communication tools are used to guide

customer through each stage of the buying process.
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5. Uniform creative design and execution also consistent with chosen position result is promoted

ascreative design integration.

6. Internal/external integration is working together on an agreed plan and strategy both internal

and external employees.

7. The final integration level is thefinancial one. When integration has reached this level

collaboration includes the budget, achieving economy of scale andprofitable long-term

investment for the company.

2.1.1. Corporate Strategy 

Most theories begin strategic planning with business strategy (Davies, 1992; Kotler & Keller,

2006; Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003). In this first stage Kotleret al (2006) suggest that both

the external and the internal environment are assessed. The analysis method of his choice is a

SWOT analysis which refers to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Theexternal 

environment is affected by five macro environmental forces. These are demographic-economic,

natural, technological, political-legal and social-cultural. For each new trend on the market new

opportunities and threats appear that must be managed. When having analyzed threats and

opportunities businesses attractiveness can be assessed. Theinternal environment analysis results

are separated into strengths and weaknesses. Significant microenvironmental actors like

customers, competitors, suppliers, distributors and dealersare the ones affecting company ability

to earn profits. Sometimes businesses are less successful than its people are able to do because of

poor collaboration. (Kotler & Keller, 2006) The strategic planning process should also include

determination of objectives and deciding on strategies (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003; Kotler

& Keller, 2006). When deciding on these strategic issues the starting point should be the analysis

done (Kotler & Keller, 2006). The next step after deciding on business level strategy is to

formulate a marketing plan with objectives, strategies and tactics (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty,

2003).

2.1.2. Marketing Strategy 

As integrated marketing communication theory uphold both business plan and marketing plan

should fit with communication objectives in vertical integration. But not only integration on this

level is needed. Also marketing mix integration where product, price and place decisions are

consistent with promotion decisions. For even greater integrationnot only consistency of

objectives and marketing mix tools are needed. A marketing plan can also aid integration getting

different internal departments and external agencies to work together around an agreed plan and
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strategy. Developing marketing plan five different areas of concern are to be evaluated. (Holm,

2006)

1. Product descriptions should be made to clarify what it is marketed. This might be obvious to

people within the company working with the products but not to the targetmarket. Describing the

product carefully so that anybody would understand what the productcan do helps the people

responsible for the creative part of marketing communication.

2. A market assessment of the market the company competes in is another important analysis. The

information here must be up to date being no older than one year. Information to include here is

any data that might affect the success of a brand. Company brand performance relatively other

brands, where the market seems to be heading, potential innovations or new entries are interesting

information to include.

3. The futuresource of business is the third part of the marketing plan where information

gathering is needed. Both potential customers and competitors are tobe considered. Whether the

share of business is to be increased by attracting new customers to the category or by taking

customers form competitors is a major question.

4. Thecompetition on the market is the next area of concern. What the competition isand how

they position themselves. Understanding how consumers see different brands and competitors is

essential. Here different examples of competitors advertising can be included in order to see how

they use marketing communication and what benefits they emphasize. Also the media tactics

used by the competitors is interesting.

5. Settingmarketing objectives for the company brand is the last part of the marketing plan. The

objectives should be detailed specifying market share or sales goals. The objectives can be seen

as the result expected to be reached by the marketing communication. (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott,

2001)

As the theory of integrated marketing communication points out vertical integration is an

important, matching communication objective to marketing and corporate objectives. Further the

mix of product, price and place decisions are consistent with communication message. Analysis

of the communication itself issues to consider; if all the communication tools are used to guide

customer through each stage of the buying process and if the chosen position is consistent with

creative design and execution.
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Parente (2006) uses a similar approach pointing out the importanceof using company analysis,

consumer analysis, market analysis, product analysis, competitive analysis and problems and

opportunities prior to setting the marketing communication objectives.

2.2 Target Market 

To understand consumers Parente (2006) suggest looking at current users. When analyzing

current users common characteristics can be found. How the product is used by them is also

important to understand. The consumer characteristics and usage can be the basis for dividing the

market into segments from which target audience can be chosen. (Parente, 2006) Selecting the

target market consumer behavior should be the focal point since this is what marketers try to

affect.

2.2.1. Decision Process 

Consumer behavior when purchasing can be described in a decision process model. The process

differs depending on the type of product purchased. More complex products tend to involve the

consumer since the need for more research by the customer is greater. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty,

2003; Rosen, Schroeder, & Purinton, 1998) Wellset al (2003) presents a decision process

specifically for products associated with high risk, figure 2.2. These kinds of products are often

infrequently purchased, have high cost and are complex which tend to encourage high

involvement from customers. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

The consumer decision process for high-involvement

decisions begins withneed recognition that occurs when

customers recognize a need for a product. The need can be of

different seriousness and importance. In this stage marketers

can activate or stimulate a need. (Ibid)

Information search in second stage can also be of different

seriousness. The search can be casual reading ads and articles

catching customer eyes. It can also be more serious searching

information in publications offering consumer reports. (Ibid)

The third stage isevaluation of alternatives, where products

and features are compared to each other. Important features to

Figure 2.2:  
High involvement decision 

process (Wells, Burnett & 

Moriarty, 2003, p. 116)  
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customers are used as judgment factors and the list of option reduced based on this. In this stage

advertising can assist in sorting out products tangible and intangible features. (Ibid)

Thepurchase decision is the next stage, often being a two part decision beginning withchoice of

brand and followed by which outlet to buy from. In some cases these decisions are made the other

way around. When outlet is chosen first in-store promotions such aspackaging, point-of-purchase

displays, price reduction, banners and signs, and coupons are ways of affecting decision making.

(Ibid)

The last step,post-purchase evaluation, assesses wheatear the product reaches expectations and if

its performance is satisfying. In this stage customer considerskeeping the product, returning it, or

never purchase the product again. After buying a product people tendto doubt the wisdom of the

purchase and therefore they continue reading about the product, this is called post purchase

cognitive dissonance. To reduce the dissonance package inserts canpoint out key features and

how satisfied many users are. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

2.2.2 Influencing Decision Process 

Influencing the decision process can be divided into two different categories according to Wells

et al (2003); social/cultural influences and psychological influences. A model of this can be seen

in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The consumer Decision Process of Target Market (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty 2003) 

 

Cultural and social influences fall into six different areas: culture, social class, reference group,

family, demographics and geography.Culture is both tangible items (art, literature, buildings,
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furniture, clothing, and music) and intangible concepts (history, law, knowledge, morals, and

customs). The behavior boundaries set by culture are called norms which have their source in our

values. Choosing appeals for advertising the core values of differenttarget audiences can work as

a reference point.Social class is the position persons hold in their society, decided by income,

wealth, education, occupation, family prestige, value of home, and neighborhood. Knowing what

social class people belong to their reasons for buying, where they buy from and what they buy

can be assumed. (Kotler & Keller, 2006)

The reference group is another factor influencing attitudes and behavior (Ibid). Reference groups

have three functions as they, provide information, serve as means of comparison and offer

guidance (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003). There are differenttypes of reference groups.

Member groups have a direct influence on a person and in some cases informal and continuous

interaction with the so called primary group. Examples of primarygroups are family, friends, and

neighbors. But people also belong to secondary groups like religious, professional and trade union

groups. Influences also come from groups that people not belong to,aspirational groups this is

called. This is a group of people a person hope to belong to and the opposite of this is dissociative

group. (Kotler & Keller, 2006)

Demographics are the next factor in social and cultural influences. Demographics refer to

personal, social, and economic statistical characteristicsincluding age gender, education,

occupation, race and so on.Geographic location is the last influencing factor on social and

cultural behavior. Not only different parts of the country customers differentiate but also

suburban and centrally living customers can have different requirements. (Wells, Burnett &

Moriarty, 2003)

 

Psychological influences are the second major area affecting consumer behavior. Psychological

factors look to the internal elements of the customer.Perception as an example is the process by

which information is received and assigned meaning to. This is done through the five senses and

is shaped by three circumstances. One physical characteristics of the stimuli, two the relationship

of the stimuli to the surrounding and third persons state of mind. Perceptional screening is done

both internally and externally. External screening is due to the fact that we can not perceive all

the cues exposed to. (Ibid)

Internal screening is done because of physiological or physical reasons, like poor eye-sight,

interests or experiences. The process of screening out information not interesting to us is called

selective perception. Messages agreeing with current view of the customer have also a tendency
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to be noticed since painful or threatening messages are not pleasant these are often screened out.

Another screening people tend to do is when a product have certainfeatures the consumer desire

unfavorable features tends to be ignored. Selective retention describes how customer goes about

remembering information and this process can be aided through repetition, vivid images, easy

remembered brand or product names and so forth. Customers try to compensate when

inconsistency occur between what is received gain and expected gain. One activity that customers

engage in is search of information that supports their decision ignoring information not consistent

with the decision. (Ibid)

 Learning is often an unconscious activity starting with perception. If the learning process is

understood marketers can use this to make it easy for the customerto remember brand, product

features, and price. Knowledge about the learning process also gives companies the possibility to

tap in different attitudes, beliefs, preferences, values, andstandards affecting purchase behavior.

Two different approaches are used trying to understand the learningprocess. The first is focusing

on behavioral conditioning, saying that people are problem solvers going through series of mental

stages before analyzing information. The other approach is claiming learning is done through

connection of stimuli and response. (ibid)

 

 Motivation is an internal force stimulating behavior. People strive consciously and

subconsciously to reduce the tension from unfulfilled needs. (ibid)

 

The value and lifestyle system, VALS, is used to predict customer behavior (Figure 2.4.). It is

based on primary motivation and resources. Different motivators consumers have are identified

by the VALS system. This is done using demographic characteristicsidentified from users. The

different motivation factors used to describe users in the VALS system are:

1. Ideals motivated people guide their choices by abstract, idealized criteriarather than

emotions, event, or desire for approval and opinions of other.

2. Achievement motivated consumers want products and services that make them more

efficient at reaching their goals or demonstrating success to peers.

3. Self-expression motivated customers often has a desire for social or physical activity,

variety, and risk taking. (Parente, 2006)
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Vertically the system divides people according to resources. Income, education, energy level,

willingness to take risk, and self-confidence are different kinds of resources. (Parente, 2006)

Innovators are at the top of the model with a great deal of resources. This group of people enjoys

the �finer things in life� and is receptive to new products and technologies. They feel certain

skepticism towards advertising, do not watch TV to a large extent andread frequently. Unlike

innovators thinkers and believers are ideals motivated people.Thinkers have little interest in

image and prestige. When it comes to products for the home they have a consumption that is

above average. And when it comes to their media habits they like educational and public affair

programming. They also read a wide range of literature.Believers who also are motivated by their

ideals do not change habits easily. When purchases are made they often look for bargains.

Regarding their media habits they do watch more television than average and mostly read

magazines.

Achiever and strivers are achievement motivate.Achievers are attracted to premium products,

average TV watchers who read business, news, and self-help publications.Strivers are described

as image conscious with limited discretionary incomes. They spend their money on clothing and

personal-care products. Self-expression motivated such asexperiencers follow fashion and trends.

Their purchasing habits are that they spend much of their income on socializing, buy on impulse

and advertising have a great deal of impact on their behavior.Makers are people who shop for

comfort, durability, and value. They often buy the basics products as they are unimpressed by

luxuries. Radio is the media channel of their choice and home mechanics, fishing and outdoor

magazines. (Parente, 2006)
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Figure 2.4: VALS system framework dividing people according to resource and motivation 
(Parente, 2006, p.45) 

2.2.3 High-tech Consumers 

High-tech purchase behavior differs from less complex products on stable markets in the manner

that the purchases are associated with risk to a larger extent (Meldrum, 1995; Tanawat &

Audhesh, 2006). Customers risk is an outcome from lack of experience in applying, maintaining,

and using technology. This increases the probability of further problems with unexpected side-

effects or quality deficiencies. (Meldrum, 1995) Reasons for associating with risk differs

according to the product, the context and naturally also the person perceiving the risk. Depending

on the consumer one kind of product might not at all be associated with financial risk but even

more associated with social risk as an example. Different typesof risks are; social risk, time risk,

financial risk, physical risk, performance risk, and psychological risk. (ibid)

Social risk can be the likelihood to get an unwanted response to a new product purchase. Having

the right gadget, with the right brand name is crucial for some people.Time risk might be a factor

if the product requires adaptation by the user and time is spent learning the details. If the

monetary costs connected to a product are large this is afinancial risk. When new products never

exposed to consumers are introduced on the market press often writes about side effects, e.g. cell

phones and radiation related problems. Naturally this can be perceived as a risk, aphysical type of 

risk. Consumer evaluation ofperformance risk is based on the knowledge a person posses about a
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certain product group. Perceivedpsychological risk, the last type of risk, can be reduced for

consumer electronics market high-tech by reassuring that product is user friendly and

performance risk is low. (Tanawat & Audhesh, 2006)

It has been found that customer base for high-tech products changesover the product or

technology life cycle. A commonly used classification of consumers according to at what stage in

the product life cycle they purchase the product (See figure 2.5).In the initial stages of the

product life-cycle innovators are purchasing products, followed byearly adopters, early majority,

late majority and laggards. Each class has their own set of needs, product criteria, reaction to new

innovations and marketing approaches.Innovators are those who are willing to take risks and are

paying attention to impersonal and scientific information. Introducing a new technology on the

market it is crucial to gain the approval of this group.Early adopters accept new ideas early on

gaining information from multiple sources. These people are oftenopinion leader who influence

in a positive or negative direction when it comes to a new product. Early majority purchase when

the product is in a late growth stage, since they avoid risks and rely on word-of-mouth.Late 

majority andlaggards are the ones who purchase a product when it is in its late life cycle stages.

They want the early majority to test drive the product in order torely on its performance. (Rosen,

Schroeder & Purinton, 1998)

Figure 2.5: The technology adaptation life cycle and the different phases. (International Journal 

of Technology Management, Meade, Rabelo, Jones 2006, p. 320)  

The life cycle in a technology perspective is described with other phases by Reddy (1997).

Although technology and products are not the same products that depend on their technology can

also be described by following stages.

1. Cutting edge

2. State-of-the-art

3. Advanced

4. Mainstream
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5. Mature

6. Decline

The first stage,cutting edge phase, occurs when a product or technology is the most sophisticated

on the market. The measure of success for a technology cutting-edge company is dependent on

the market to find their applications of the technology functional.These firms that succeed in

marketing their products tend to market themselves as state-of-the-art firms which is the next

stage after cutting-edge in the technology life-cycle.

Products in thestate-of-the-art phase are products with cutting-edge technology adapted to

market needs and applications. In this stage marketing plays a minor role as markets for these

kinds of products tends to be small and sophisticated. Marketing ofthese products tend to focus

on product attributes rather than user benefits. Moving away from thestate-of-the-art stage, with

limited competition and sophisticated customers, going into thenext phase transition problems

might occur.

In the advanced stage the consumers are not as sophisticated as they have no desire to apply

evolving technology and care little about detailed technology specifications, they want bottom-

line benefits. Moving from the one of the three first stage s intoone of the following requires a

shift from technology focus to marketing orientation. As productsdevelop and move into new

stages more and more marketing efforts are needed. If it is a cutting edge product hardly any

marketing efforts is needed instead engineering efforts takes the majority of resources. A product

in the mature stage on the other hand needs mostly marketing efforts instead of engineering.

(Reddy, 1997) Targeting the market it has been found that clearly targeted products diffuse more

rapidly than non-targeted products. (Rosen, Schroeder & Purinton, 1998)

2.3 Objectives 

Objectives provide direction for those who work with marketingcommunication so that

everybody are working towards the same goal. After choosing the targetaudience for corporation

marketing communication specific campaign objectives should be set. (Parente, 2006) Setting the

marketing communication objectives can also be described as deciding on what the desired effect

of the communication it will be. (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001)
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2.3.1. Purchase decision  

To do this it must be clear the role advertising plays in the purchase decision (Parente, 2006).

Many theories suggest that people go to through a series of steps when making their purchase

decision. The well known model AIDA starts with attention followed by interest, desire and

action (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003). Kotleret al (2006) presents a number of different

models over consumer responses to marketing communication divided into three major stages;

cognitive stage, affective stage, and behavior stage.

 

  

Figure 2.6: Response Hierarchy Models. (Kotler & Keller, 2006, p. 540)  

Theories state that people go through a series of steps when making the purchase decision. (Wells,

Burnett & Moriarty, 2003; Kotler & Keller, 2006) The hierarchy-of-effects model present six

different stages for the purchase decisions. (the second one from the left in figure 2.6)

Awareness is the first stage where target audience is unaware of the object, product or company

brand. In the next step marketers try to createknowledge about the product to an audience who

has awareness about brand but no more than that. These two stages can be connected to cognitive

process for the audience, meaning a thinking stage where the audiences ultimately learn about the

product. In the next three stages linking, preference and conviction the objectives are to affect

consumer feelings. In theliking stage there is knowledge about the brand but it is not the favored

one. If marketers can get the target audience to like the brand but not necessarily prefer it before

other they are in thepreference stage. Here marketers must build consumer preference by

comparing quality, value, performance, or other qualities.Conviction refers to the stage where

target audience prefers the product but is not sure about buying it. The next mission is to effect
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behavior. Purchase stage is the last stage where marketer objective is to stimulate consumer

action. Here the decision has been made but the customer has not really come around to buy the

product. (Kotler & Keller, 2006; Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

2.3.2. Effect of objectives  

When selecting objectives the effect of communication is the starting point, commonly used

objectives are to achieve; category need, brand awareness, brand attitude, and brand purchase

intention (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001; Kotler & Keller, 2006). Category need is intending to

create a feeling of need for a certain product.Brand awareness is constantly an objective since it

enables target audience to identify the brand and eventually purchase product. Selecting company

brand over competing is another objective that always is interesting,brand attitude this is called.

Brand purchase intention is seldom a specific objective except when brand attitude is positive

and a reason to buy is required. (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001)

2.3.3. Objective Characteristics 

Parente (2006) writes that objectives should be unit oriented, unit linked, and output oriented.

Unit orientation means that each unit with a task should have own objectives. These objectives

should be of that kind that the department orunit can recognize the results independently. In

other words the tasks necessary for achieving the goal are clearly the unit responsibility. But the

different units can not work independently though; all efforts should be oriented towards a

common goal. The creative plan, media plan in the advertising campaign have their own set of

objectives compatible with other corporation goals.Output orientation of the objectives is another

important factor. Strategy and tactics might be confused if the objectives focus on input or

activity instead of results. A period of time should also be linkedto the objectives and during a

campaign the progress can be reviewed. Setting realistic goalsfacilitate evaluation, sticking to a

budget, and communicating what is expected. Common effectiveness objectives are part of most

units and responsibilities for this are expected by most employers, writing this objective is only

stating the obvious. The objective should further be written in a way that only one result can be

associated to each statement. Measurability is also importanteven tough measuring

communication can be imprecise or even impossible it is important to quantify objectives for a

sense of direction. Being specific stating the objectives makesmeasuring easier and sense of

direction clearer. The last factor to consider is cost-effectiveness meaning setting objectives

economically worth achieving. Hence objectives should be outputoriented, time bounded,

realistic, common effective, have a singularity of purpose, measurable, specific, and cost effective.
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2.4 Communication Design  

The purpose of communication in marketing is to affect the customer conception of product value.

(Holm, 2006) Communication is done most successful when mutual understanding between buyer

and seller is accomplished (Copley, 2004). Customer focus is essential in all marketing activities

and the same goes for marketing communication. Winners are those whocan meet customer

needs economically and conveniently with effective communication. (Kotler & Keller, 2006)

2.4.1. Customer Perception 

The receivers set of experiences are directly connected to how the message will be perceived 

(Schults & Kitchen, 2000). Observer experiences and opinions are the basis for how the message

is decoded. This is one of the reasons for message design to have its starting point in the target

audience view of the brand and products. Further the vast amountof messages that people are

exposed to daily very few of them are noticed are noticed. If the message agrees with the

observers view it is more prone to be noticed. (Fill, 1995) When manufacturing companies

communicate with the consumers in form of advertisements it is often done with the assistance of

an advertising agency which develops advertisements, see figure 2.7. When the agency develops

the company requirements there is a stage of encoding where the agency interprets company

objectives. The advertisement has a message that is presented through various media called

channels. But other messages are also presented in these channels,this is called the noise or

clutter. Media environment is loud busy and cluttered, message must therefore be powerful

enough to overcome this. The one noticing the message further decodes the message.

Figure 2.7: Communication process. (Moriarty, 1992, p.5) 

When understanding what motivates the chosen target audience advertisers can identify what

parts of the message affects consumer opinion. How the consumer perceive the product message,

what the observer think about the source that sends out the message, and how the execution of the
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message appeal to the observer will affect the effect of the advertising. Hence, the consumers

form an opinion towards both the advertiser and the product. Both of these aspects should be

considered when designing the advertisements. (Fill, 1995) 

 

Thoughts about the product or communication itself tend to take two different forms. When

receiver disagree with message content a counter-argument is formedand less likely the message

is to be accepted. Support-arguments are not surprisingly to a greater extent positively related to

acceptance. The source of the message is closely related to credibility, if source is not credible the

message is not likely to be accepted either. Advertisement execution refers to the emotional

individual thoughts about the message or advertisement. People make judgment about the quality,

creativity, tone and style of the advertisement. The attitude towards the advertisement is regularly

transferred to the product; which makes it important to consider all aspects of the message. (Fill,

1995)

2.4.2. Message Positioning  

Customers compare brands consciously and subconsciously according to similarities and

differences. When companies try to affect what consumer think of the brand with respect to

competition this is called competitive positioning. (Mackay, 2005) Positioning the message

companies must decide whether to use one message for every segment or using multiple

messages for different segments. Companies using one message tend to have brands used across

broad demographic categories. Pulling this of the message should be general or diffuse enough to

allow different benefits to be read into the message by different people. Using multiple messages

are mostly large companies with many segments. Doing this companies must tie every message to

brand�s core equities. (Parente, 2006)

To portray brand equities (the qualities connected to the brand)uniformly in all communication a

message strategy should be developed. (Fill, 1995) Developing amessage strategy includes

deciding a combination of appeals, themes or ideas that will be attached to brand position. (Kotler

& Keller, 2006)

Depending on the market and competition different message strategies can be chosen. If the

company works in a marketplace with little differentiation using a relatively new product

category they can use approach forcing competition to follow. Doing this company must be the

first one using attributes that turn out to be a commonly used one.(Reddy, 1997)
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When technical improvement are at a high level and company have a distinct difference in

attributes that create meaningful customer benefit a unique selling proposition can be created. In

low technology goods market with little differentiation brand image can be used. Enhancing

brand image company claim their superiority based on psychological differences in the minds of

the consumer. Position is often done by new entries or small companies challenging market

leaders. They then try to create a place in consumer�s mind relatively competitors. For highly 

competitive and non-differentiated product categories situations, lifestyles, and emotions can be

used to create a competitive advantage. If all competitors are playing it straight a creative strategy

using emotional or even ambiguous message can change product perception. (ibid)

2.4.3. Creative Strategy 

The creative strategy is the how the message is expressed and the content of the message it self,

used as guidelines for how message should be presented (Kotler & Keller, 2006). Hence, creative

strategy includes choosing both theme and message elements. (Davies, 1992) The creative

strategy can focus on either the product or prospect.Product-centered approaches talk about

attributes and features of the product andprospect-centered approach focuses on consumer needs

and benefits. Another way to look at advertising approaches is whether it uses rational or

emotional appeals. Arational approach is speaking to the head by focusing on facts, information,

and logic.Emotional approach on the other hand is speaking to the heart using images and

feelings. Worth noting is that if an advertisement is either productor prospect oriented this does

not exclude rational approach or emotional approach. Hence, a product-centered approach can

also have a rational approach, emotional approach, or both rationaland emotional. (Moriarty,

1991)

2.4.4. Creative Theme 

The central platform or creative theme used in advertising has been divided into four distinctive

types by Davies, (1992).

! The first one isidolatry where the product has the focal point of attention using little or

no references. The benefits of the product are presented in the copy.

! Iconology uses symbolism often analog or metaphorical. Symbol, icon, or index

associated with product might be used but the product is not prominently featured. The

brand identity is strongly featured tough.
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! The third type of creative theme isnarcissism which encourages people to think about

what the product can do for them.

! Totem is the communication strategy using identification with a certain group or social

situation.

2.4.5. Appeals 

Part of the creative process is choosing appeal, in other words the approach used to attract

attention and influence the target audience. (Copley, 2004) A description of how an ads moves,

motivates, attracts, or interest its viewers is called appeals. The need that awakens an instinctive

or suppressed desire is a message appeal speaking to human needs. (Moriarty, 1991)

Human needs can be categorized into a where the lowest hierarchy need must be fulfilled before

the next level in the hierarchy ca hierarchy n be seen to. The needs lower in hierarchy are more

universal and needs higher in hierarchy are more individualized. Physiological needs are the

lowest and most universal need followed by safety and security. Examples of psychological

factors are amongst other food and shelter. When safety and security have been seen to

belongingness is the next need referring to love, friendship, and affiliation. Esteem is the need

after that which is a need for peer respect, status, ands envy. Self-actualization is the most

individualized need aiming to fulfill self-respect, ego, and self-expression. (Moriarty, 1991)

Appeals can also be categorized into rational and emotional appeals (Copley, 2004). The most

effective messages do either touch the heart, the head, or both (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003).

The emotional appeals can play on fear, humor, sex, music, or fantasy amongst other. Also

personal states as safety, social status, rejection or love are used.

Rational appeals focus more on the consumer practical or functional need, emphasizing features,

benefits and facts. Common rational appeals are amongst other comfort, convenience, economy,

health, touch, taste, smell, quality, dependability, and durability. (Copley, 2004)

Moriarty (1991) identifies common appeals used in advertising, these can be seen in table 2.1.
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Rational Appeals Examples 

Acquisitiveness Money, possession, materialism, getting rich
Aesthetics Pleasing, appreciation of the beautiful

Appetite Hunger, taste, craving

Aspiration Achievement, accomplishment, self-fulfillment
Attractiveness

Avoidance
Cleanliness
Comfort

Convenience Saving time and effort, ease of use
Economy Saving time, money
Efficiency

Egoism Recognition, approval, pride, status, prestige
Health
Identification Respect, hero worship, role models

Luxury
Mental stimulation Curiosity, challenge, involvement
Patriotism
Responsibility

Safety and Security

Sensory pleasure Touch, taste, smell, sound, sight
Sex

Thriftiness (Money pinching)

Emotional Appeals Examples

Excitement  

Fear Danger, personal embarrassment 

Family Love, protection 
Guilt  

Love Affection, romance, companionship 

Nostalgia
Pleasure Humor, happiness, joy, laughter, amusement

Poignancy (deep distress or sorrow)
Pride, relief
Sorrow Grief, suffering

Table 2.1: Advertising�s Basic Appeals (Adapted from Moriarty, 1991)
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2.4.6. Execution Formats  

Looking at the execution of the message Wellset al (2003) presents seven different message

approaches; straightforward, demonstrating, comparative, problem solution, slice of life,

spokespeople or endorsement, and teasers.

! A straight forward message is informational without gimmicks, emotions, or special

effects.

! Demonstration focuses on how to use the product or what it can do for the consumer.

! Comparison contrasts two or more products enhancing advertiser�s superior product 

features. This can be done directly comparing to competitors or indirectly just referring to

leading brands.

! In a problem solution format the message begins with a problem that is solved by the

product, a variant of this when the product helps avoid the problem.

! Slice of life message often takes the form of a person talking about a common problem

and also tell you how solve it.

! Spokespeople and endorsers are used to build credibility. Persons we admire, respect or

someone just like us can be used.

! Teasers are used to create curiosity and appeal especially to young people. These ads are

not identifying a product or giving enough information to make sense. The ads run for a

while without making sense and when curiosity is enough it is pointedout when the

product is launched.

Kotler et al (1994) presents a different set of formats used in advertising.

! Slice of life product is presented in a normal everyday environment.

! Lifestyle format illustrates the product used in different lifestyles.

! Fantasy approach forms a fantasy around the product or around the usage ofit.

! Building a mood or image around the product is another format used where the product is

not in the focal point.

! Musical format uses music, one o more characters presents the product by singing about

it.

! Personality symbol uses a real or created character representing the product.

! Technical expertise is the format where product or company expertise it illustrated in

some way.

! When there is proof that the product is better than competitors insome wayscientific 

evidence is a possible format.
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! Testimonial evidence promotes the product using a reliable or popular source. This might

be a celebrity or just an ordinary person.

 

Verbal communication can be designed so that conclusion-drawing can be made in a way that

consumers can not make their own assumptions. This might be quite implicit and works best

when the issue is complex enough and target group not well educated people. (Copley, 2004)

Writing a message that have a great impact means usingshort and familiar words in short

sentences and paragraphs. Beingspecific in the message without using generalities and keeping

one single focus further helps. It is recommended toget personal using you instead of words like

we or they. Originality in words and language, varying text and pictures or monolog andvisuals,

and usingconversational language are other tips. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

 

Visual communication and words have to work together in the creative concept. The primary

function of visuals is to draw attention; studies have shown that pictures capture twice as much

attention as headlines. Pictures also have the advantage of communication faster than words, are

easier to remember, add credibility to a message, and can alsodistinguish undifferentiated

products by linking the product to a life style or type of user. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

Neurological research has shown that the human brain have two types of consciousness residing

to the two hemispheres of the brain. Left hemisphere is the practical one and right hemisphere

being the symbolic side. Increasingly advertising tends to communicate with the right hemisphere

using symbolic communication. Symbolic communication is appropriatefor influencing

consumer brand attitude and choice. Consumers frequently evaluate brand on how well it fits their

lifestyle and express their identity. Using symbolic communicationit can help consumers to

assess how well brand fit their own life, dislike or like towards the brand is formed intuitively.

Audience response to symbolic communication is often unconscious,intuitive, personal, or

characteristic responses. (Mackay, 2005)

2.5 Media Channels 

Deciding the each communication tool characteristics should be assessed. Advertising, sales

promotion, public relation and publicity, events and experiences,direct marketing and personal

selling each have their own advantages. (Kotler & Keller, 2006) Parente (2006) suggest selection

of media is to be done on basis of the information they communicate. Television delivers a strong

brand identity well, magazines are functional when showing product details, newspapers

generates a sense of immediacy, internet enables interaction, brochures deliver specific
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information, radio reminds consumers to act, outdoor can be powerful reminders, public relations

provide a credible source and store displays stimulate action.

Also the information communicated should affect selection of media. Network television delivers

a strong brand identity well, magazines are functional when showing product details, newspapers

generates a sense of immediacy, internet enables interaction, brochures deliver specific

information, radio reminds consumers to act, outdoor can be powerful reminders, public relations

provide a credible source and store displays stimulate action. (Parente, 2006) Depending on the

type of product market, buyer-readiness stage and product life-cycle stage appropriate media

channels should be selected. (Kotler & Keller, 2006)

The most commonly used marketing tool is advertising. Advertising include all forms of paid,

non-personal communication and promotion. Media channels used foradvertising is printed or

broadcasted media. Printed media can be newspapers, magazines,billboards or flyers.

Broadcasted channels are radio and television. (http://80-search.eb.com.proxy.lib.ltu.se/eb/article-

27218).

Advertising is suitable when reaching a geographically widely spread audience is the objective. It

is also suitable for building up a long-term image. One disadvantage is that advertising can be

costly when using television, the contrary goes for advertising in newspapers is not. Doing

generalizations regarding this media is not easy to do but three qualities have been identified. It

can be pervasive since as it allows seller to repeat message over and over again. Buyer can use the

information and compare the message to competitors. Advertising also allow company to

dramatizing company and products through artful use of print, sound, and color. A disadvantage

with this media is that it is a monologue in front of the audience rather than a dialogue. The

audience tends to ignore this kind of promotion since they are not engaged.

When a company or product is in its initial stages advertising can provide an introduction to the

company and products or display new product features. Advertising canalso be used to reassure

customers about their purchase. Different communication toolseffectiveness also vary in the

product life cycle stages. In the introduction stage advertising, events and experiences, and

publicity are appropriate followed by personal selling to gaindistribution coverage and sales

promotion and direct marketing to include trail. In the growth stage, demand has it own

momentum through word of mouth. Maturity stages advertising, events andexperiences, and

personal selling become increasingly important. (Kotler & Keller, 2006)
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2.5.1. Channel selection  

What communication channels to choose is the next question to considerafter deciding on media.

There are a number of different channels that can be used, personal ornon-personal. (Kotler &

Keller, 2006) Examples of mass or non-personal communication is media (print, broadcast,

network, electronic and display), sales promotion, event and experience and public relations.

(Kotler 2006) A study done by Zapera Quickwise investigated what channels that Swedes were

most positive towards and what channels they thought was the most interesting. Results from this

study are presented in figure 2.8.

 

Advertising innewspapers have the advantage of short lead time, long process time of message,

and the potential for frequent usage. (Copley, 2004; Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001). Swedes

show interest for ads in this channel; in fact it is the most interesting channel out of personal

advertising, magazines, in-store, outdoor, radio, television, and internet when it comes to ads. The

attitude towards the channel is also very positive or quite positive for many being the second most

popular channel for advertising (www.quickwise.com). Disadvantages with this channel are that

it has a short life and limitations for visual content (Copley, 2004;Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001).

Specific and specialized target audience can be reached through advertising inmagazines. Large

amounts of information can also be presented since the process time islong. (Fill, 1995; Percy,

Rossiter & Elliott, 2001) Disadvantages are long lead times and the limitation impact due to low

frequency.  

 

Outdoor commercials have a high reach and relatively low cost. The potential for high frequency

is good and it is a good coverage channel when used as a support medium. (Fill, 1995) The

attitude towards outdoor advertising amongst Swedes is positive to the same extent as they are

positive to advertising in newspapers. But the interest rate forthis media channel is quite low

tough, only television and direct commercial being even more uninteresting.

(www.quickwise.com) Impact of this media channel is difficult to measure and it also has a long

production time. (Fill, 1995) Another disadvantage is that only shortmessages can be delivered

and vision being the only sense stimulated. (Copley, 2004)

 

Swedes are not especially positive towards advertising in television; only 22 percentages are very

positive or little positive towards advertising through this channel (www.quickwise.com). As a

media channel it is also expensive and cluttered (Copley, 2004; Fill, 1995) Audience time to
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process a message is very short which limit the channel (Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001). An

advantage is that sight, movement, and sound can be used, unlike radio where only sound can be

used or print where sight is the only sense stimulated. The coverage television offer is also to be

considered. (Fill, 1995)

 

A study done by Quickwise showed that two thirds of the Swedish population has turned to the

internet looking for information about a product or service after seeing commercials in television,

radio or newspaper. It was also shown that if information is not found on the internet when

looking for it people become negative towards product or company. This means that advertising

might lose effect if campaigns are not followed up with information on the Internet.

Understanding how consumers search for a company is crucial for reaching potential customers.

Nine out of ten uses a search engine on the Internet and if they do not findwhat they are looking

for they get a negative attitude, this especially for young people between 15 and 29.

Figure 2.8: Zapera Quickwise study results from 2 000 respondents in the Nordic countries over 

how people look on different media channels. (Dagens Media 18 October 2006)  

2.6. Measurement and Evaluation 

Measurement of campaigns is suggested to be done during four different stages of campaigning.

Marketers often have all sorts of metrics and statistics available to them, the problem is

connecting these data to relevant objectives. Marketing organizations generally do not have an
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integrated approach for measurements, reporting, and investment across operations. The result of

this is a skewed picture of marketing performance. Making a clearand tested linkage between

marketing performance metrics and outcome is one of the challenges marketer face. Top

executives commonly seek linkage between financial measurementsand result instead of

searching for the overall health of the company. Marketing measurements are an ongoing

constant process that depending on multiple metrics. Good marketing measurements can be used

to evaluate the current state of the organization and as a base for future strategic planning.

(Linklater, 2002)

2.6.1. Message Design Evaluation 

First the concept testing should be done in thebeginning of the creative campaign and in the

middle andend of the creative process copy testing should be done. Testing is also recommended

during the campaign as well as evaluation after advertising. (Parente, 2006) Evaluating the

creative idea is a subjective process that can be done through a number of questions. First

question to ask is if the creative idea haveimpact. In other words do people notice the message in

a cluttered environment? Having aclear idea in all the messages and not just a series of

independent messages is important. The idea should be arresting, original, unexpected, and

simulating. The third question for marketers to ask themselves is if the creative idea isinvolving,

engaging consumers who are uninterested at first. The creative idea should also involve the brand

so that not only the commercial is remembered but that the brand is communicated as well.

Showing simplicity is another point of evaluation. It has been arguedthat the essence of good

marketing is attractively and single-mindedly expressed thoughtsabout the brand. The creative

idea should also be credible, offer a distinct promise if not in uniqueness of promise then in

expression of promise. Adapting the creative idea to campaigns and different media is the last

point of consideration when evaluating creative themes. (Mackay, 2005)

2.6.2. Campaign Result Evaluation  

Evaluating after a campaign is done for two reasons. First reason ismeasuring the effect of the

campaign and assessment ofperformances done by individuals and organizations having worked

with the campaign. The second reason is that good measurement and evaluation can be used as

basis for future decisions. When testing, communication effect canbe measured and behavioral

effects calculated. Communication evaluation usually includes criteria like recognition, recall,

attitudes and awareness. These test show how many have been reached by this message and to

what extent they have taken the message in. Behavioral effects areusually measured by
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measurements connected to sales and requests. (Parente, 2006)Ways to link traditional marketing

metrics to financial metrics presented in the figure 2.9 below.

Figure 2.9: Translating Marketing Metrics to Financial Ones. (Linklater, 2002, p. 69) 

The linkage between actions and outcomes are important for marketers and the implementation of

evaluation systems and metrics should be constantly tested, adapted, and improved for the best

result (Linklater, 2002). Different measurements can be used depending on what the advertiser

objectives are. To evaluate how purchases have been affected by advertising is very hard to do

since interrelationship between a number of factors like competition and economic conditions are

part of how sales evolve. In-market testing can be used to evaluate the impact of advertising on

sales. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

Companies should also identify�promoters� and �detractors� among their customers. The object 

should be to increase the number of people who speak well of the company. Most companies

have 10 percents more promoters than detractors but the best companies have 80 percent more

positive communication about the company. (Linklater, 2002) 
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3. Problem Area, Research Questions, Restrictions, and 

Frame of Reference  

The problem area will be presented in this chapter. The problems related to marketing 

communication of high-technology products will discusses.According to the problem area 

the research questions will be set and the restrictions of the study presented. 

3.1. Problem Area  

As discussed in chapter one the high-tech market is a highly dynamic and complex market with

rapid product change, technological advances, and fast moving changes in demand (Meldrum,

1995; Reddy, 1996). As relying on technology advantage is becoming more andmore difficult

and technological superiority alone is no longer a guarantee for success, market communication is

becoming increasingly important (Davidow, 1986; Traynor, 2003).However the theories

considering marketing in high-tech markets often use a product development focus giving no

information about how high-tech companies plan, implement, carry out, and evaluate the

communication design. When planning marketing communication forhigh-tech market the

specific characteristics of the market must be considered. (Davidow, 1986; Meade, Rabelo, &

Jones, 2006; Meldrum, 1995; Reddy, 1997; Rosen, Schroeder, & Purinton, 1998; Tanawat, &

Audhesh, 2006)

Planning marketing communication should be based on previous decisions and research made

connected to business mission and marketing plan (Kotler & Keller, 2006; Davies, 1992). As the

corporate strategy supplies all other underlying levels withdirections in the planning process

leading forward to the marketing communication, ineffective decisions at the top will lead to sub-

optimal decisions further down in the decision chain (Davies, 1992). Therefore research and data

collection should be done prior to setting the communication.

The nature of the market will affect the different stages in the planning process some stages more

than other. Choosing the target market, designing the communication, and choosing media

channels are three stages that are affected by the high-tech market. (Davidow, 1986; Meade,

Rabelo, & Jones, 2006; Meldrum, 1995; Reddy, 1997; Rosen, Schroeder, & Purinton, 1998;

Tanawat, & Audhesh, 2006)
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When choosing a target market one must consider that the product-life-cycle normally used can

be connected to different technology stages. Innovators purchasein the cutting edge stage, early

adopters in the state-of-the-art stage and so on (Meade, Rabelo, Jones 2006, Reddy, 1997). The

increased risk factor also affects who purchases high-technology products (Tanawat & Audhesh,

2006). Besides these factors specific for high-technology productsalso factors like the decision

process, consumer characteristics, reference groups and other things must be considered.

When it comes to the design of the marketing communication this is directly connected to the

targeted audience and how they perceive the communication (Moriarty, 1992). High-tech markets

are associated with higher risk as products mature fast and the prices are high. This gives

marketers a greater challenge convincing the consumer. Due to thecomplicated products

customers require more education. (Rosen, Schroeder, & Purinton, 1998) As mentioned above the

high-tech companies have to consider an ever changing target market in their communication.

Different target markets are best communicated with in different ways (Meade, Rabelo, Jones,

2006). The creative strategy, creative theme, appeals, executionformats, verbal and visual

communication are ways to group and evaluate advertisements (Copley, 2004; Davies, 1992; Fill,

1995; Kotler & Keller, 2006; Mackay, 2005; Parente, 2006; Wells, Burnett& Moriarty, 2003).

Further the communication can be evaluated on how well the differentcommunication tools are

used to guide customer through each stage of the buying process and if a uniform creative design

and execution consistent with chosen position is used. (Holm, 2006)

3.2. Research Questions 

Based on the problem discussion above the purpose of this thesis is to create better understanding

for; who high-tech companies communicate with, what they communicate and how they deliver

their messages. To further deepen the study correlations betweenthese factors will be an

objective. By answering the following questions the purpose of this thesis will be fulfilled.

 

RQ 1: Who do companies communicate with in their advertising? 

RQ 2: What communication design do high technology companies use?

RQ 3: How is the message delivered in terms of media used?

RQ 4: Which correlations are there between sales, target audience, media channels, and

communication design?
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3.3. Restrictions 

The strategic planning begins at a corporate level, setting thecorporate strategy and tactics (Wells,

Burnett & Moriarty, 2003). As corporate strategy supply all other underlying levels with

directions it is important to have consistency in the strategy planning and executing ((Davies,

1992; Holm, 2006). Planning business strategy the external and the internal environment should

be assessed (Kotler & Keller, 2006). In figure 3.1 the framework used for this study can be seen.

The analysis and background step presented in figure 1.1 consists of internal data, external data,

and decisions made higher up in the corporation. The internal analyses that have been chosen are

company analysis and consumer analysis. Out of analyses on the macro environment the thesis

will examine the market, competitors, marketing, and communication for company as well as

competitors.

Wells et al (2003) states there are three important requirements when planning communication; it

should match the rightaudience, have the rightmessage and use the rightmedia strategy.

The study will be done according to the framework in figure 3.4. Information about the market

and competitors will work as a reference point when analyzing the marketing communication for

the competitors. The information gathered from the micro environment will in its turn be used as

a reference when analyzing the company target audience, communication design, and media

channels. The information analyzed is presented below.

3.4. Frame of Reference 

3.4.1. Market analysis  

The main changes on the flat screen TV market the past few years will be presented and

the main competitors identified. The consumers of flat screen TVs are presented as well

as possible future consumers.

3.4.2. Competitive Analysis and Company Analysis 

The company history, organization, strategy and goals will be presented to get

background data for assessment of how well company strategy and marketing strategy

fits the marketing communication done by the company. A short description of the

competitors will also be presented. Position of LG Electronics as well as the different
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competitors on the flat TV market will be evaluated in terms of market shares, prices and

preference amongst the consumers.

3.4.3. Competitive Marketing Analysis 

The marketing for the company and competitor will be presented inmedia space

expenditures, different communication channels, price levels, and ads. Also how these

were distributed over time will be presented.

3.4.4. Communication Analysis 

This is what will be assessed on a deeper level, using the framework for marketing

communication strategy. The media channels and the communication design will be the

foundation for identification of the target audience. Further an evaluation of what

communications have an immediate effect will be done. This will consider price levels,

media space expenditures, communication channels and print ads usedrelatively sales.

According to these patterns and tendencies in the different companies marketing

strategies can be identified and evaluated.

The communication analysis for the companies will be done in reversed order compare to the

framework in figure 3.1. This because the target audience analysis will be based upon the media

channels used and communication design.

 

The media channels used by the different competitors will be assessed based uponthe criteria

seen in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The framework for analysis of chosen media cannels used by the competitors.  

Media Channels 

Observers View of
Media

Type of Media

Media Mix
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! Selection of media should be chosen with the information communicated in mind.

Different type of media is appropriate for delivering different messages. Network

television delivers a strong brand identity well, magazines are functional when showing

product details, newspapers generates a sense of immediacy, internet enables interaction,

brochures deliver specific information, radio reminds consumersto act, outdoor can be

powerful reminders, public relations provide a credible source and store displays

stimulate action. (Parente, 2006) The analysis will touch uponthis when analyzing how

the competitors have chosen the media channels.

! It has been found that different observers are more or less positive ornegative towards

advertising in different media (www. quickwise.com). This is tobe taken into

consideration when analyzing the media channels used.

! The integrated communication marketing theory promotes using many different media

channels guiding the consumer through the decision process (Holm, 2006). If the media

channels are good is assessed in through looking at how the competitorsmix media over

time.

 

Communication design will be asses according to the areas shown in figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2: The framework for analysis of communication design used by the competitors.  

     

! The creative strategy is used as guidelines for how message should be presented (Kotler

& Keller, 2006). The creative strategy can focus on either the product or prospect.

Another way to look at advertising approaches is whether it uses rational or emotional

appeals. The advertisements will be labeled either as product-centered or prospect-

Communication 

Design  

Appeals

ExecutionFormats

CreativeTheme

Creative Strategy
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centered depending on the focus. The ads will also be assessed as rational, emotional or

both. (Moriarty, 1991)

! Creative theme means the creative platform used in advertisements, in other wordshow

the ads are structured. (Davies, 1992) Also the creative theme is to be labeled according

to the four types; idolatry, iconology, narcissism, and totem themes.

! Appeals are what will speak to the audience heart, their needs, or excitetheir interests.

(Moriarty, 1991) Appeals can be divided into rational and emotional. (Copley, 2004)

Depending on ad design appeals will be linked to the communication.

! Execution formats are the general idea of how the message should be executed. Different

approaches are straightforward, demonstrating, comparative, problem solution, slice of

life, spokespeople or endorsement, teasers, lifestyle, fantasy, mood or image, musical,

personality symbol, technical expertise, scientific evidence, or testimonial evidence.

(Kotler & Keller, 2006; Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003). Different advertisement will

be labeled according to the execution format most appropriate.

 

Thetarget audience selection will be based upon analysis of the four factors presented in figure

3.3 below.

Figure 3.3: The framework for analysis of chosen target audience by the competitors.  

 

! The decision process refers to how far in the decision process the consumer has come.

The different stages being need recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives,

purchase decision, and post-purchase evaluation. If no such need has occurred the

Risk

Target Audience 

Product life cycle

Decision process Demographics
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hierarchy-of-effect decision model is appropriate as categorizing factor of the target

audience. This model divides the decision into the stages; awareness, knowledge, liking,

preference, conviction, and purchase. (Kotler & Keller, 2006; Wells, Burnett & Moriarty,

2003) The aim is to connect message design to a certain stage in the decision process or

hierarch of effect model.

! Demographics are all personal, social, and economic statistical characteristics. This

include amongst other age, gender, education, occupation, race. (Wells, Burnett &

Moriarty, 2003) According to the media channels the demographics of the targeted

audience will be assessed.

! Sincewillingness to take risk is crucial in high-tech purchases this is further investigated.

Different types of risk to consider is; social risk, time risk,financial risk, physical risk,

performance risk, and psychological risk. (Tanawat & Audhesh,2006) The study only

aim to asses if the competitors aim to decrease any of the perceived risks by their

message design.

! Product life-cycle refers to how customer base changes over the product or technology

life-cycle. Customers can be classified according to at what stage in the life-cycle they

purchase the product. The different types of consumers are innovators, early adopter,

early majority, late majority and laggards. (Rosen, Schroeder & Purinton, 1998) By using

the communication design the customer group is to be assessed.
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Figure 3.4: Thesis framework for analysis of marketing communication strategy. Adapted from 

Copley, 2004; Davies, 1992; Fill, 1995;Kotler & Keller, 2006; Mackay, 2005;Parente, 

2006;Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003.  
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4. Methodology 

Research approach, research strategy, data collection and methodology problems will be 

discussed with methodology theories as a basis. How the actual study will be performed 

is also presented in this chapter. 

4.1. Research Approach 

Wallén (1993) presents two research methods, inductive and deductive. If the study is inductive

data is collected and according to the findings general or theoretical conclusions are drawn. A

deductive study on the other hand uses a theory base that is tested in thereality. In this study an

deductive approach is adapted. Exciting theories in the communicating strategy area are used to

see if they can be adapted for high-technology products. The study also has some inductive

elements as the data collected will be used to find possible generalizations.

Further a study can used either a qualitative or quantitative approach. The qualitative approach is

a way to examine different actors� interpretations. The relation between researcher and subject is

often close as the researcher commonly works within the study subject. The information gathered

goes to the bottom with the problem. In the quantitative researchinformation gathered is said to

be reliable and extensive on the other hand. The research is preparing in its nature. Relation

between researcher and subject is not close as the study is doneon a distance. One object in

quantitative research is to find correlations between theoryand the research. (Bryman, 2001)

In this study the focus will be on quantitative data but also qualitative data will be used to some

extent. The researcher will be observing the marketing processat the assigner of the study.

However the main focus is on the secondary data collected. The dataincludes information about

sales, prices, and customers from reliable sources. Hence, the relation with the study objects is

distanced. The study is also preparing in the matter that the finding will work as a foundation for

further evaluations of the marketing done by the assignee.

4.2. Research Strategy 

Yin (2003) lists five different types of research strategiesthat can be used. These are experiment,

surveys, archival analysis, history, and case studies. Experimentsfocus on current events and

require control over behavioral factors. Surveys do not require control over behavioral events but

do measure current actions. Archival analysis can focus on current or past events. Questions
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answered in these studies can be of who, what, where, how many, and howmuch type. The fourth

type of study is a history study answering on questions like how or why. This study type focuses

on pas events as the name suggest. The last type is the case study. Casestudies are the preferred

strategy when�how� and �why� questions are asked. If the investigator has no or little control

over events and the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon in a real lifecontext the case study is

a suitable option. Yin (2003) identifies three types of case studies; exploratory, explanatory, and

descriptive.

This study is an archival analysis with explorative case study elements. This study will use

archived information about sales, advertising, and prices to find who is communicated with, what

communication design is used, and how the message is delivered in terms of media channels. The

study examines the different factors by month and competitor. Further the secondary data and the

theories will be used to find correlations between sales, media channels and communication

design. The analysis will be done at the study object LG Electronics.Examining the collected

data the study will investigate the correlations between media space, prices, media channels,

message design, and market shares. Hence, the exploratory study.

4.3. Data Collection 

For the literature study books, articles and internet has been used.The books used in the literature

study have been found through the LIBRIS catalogue suggested by Eriksson et al (2001) Search

words used is; high-tech, high technology, marketing communication, message design, media

channels, and target audience. Liability of information found on the Internet is hard to estimate

(Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001) and because of this the use ofinformation from the

Internet has been minimized and only previously printed information used. Emerald Library and

Business Elite are the databases used finding articles.

The for the archival analysis data about; customers, sales, marketing expenditures, and prices has

been collected. For the study the top five competitors producing flat screen TV have been chosen.

This selection was done because these are ones affecting the industry the most and they also have

more resources for marketing. More resources also mean more material to study.

Data about sales and prices is taken from a company named GfK. The company is one of the

world largest research companies. The data used from the companyhas been collected through

sales information at an article level. It is based upon a representative selection of resellers
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according to themselves. The data has thereafter been transformed with statistical methods.

(www.gfksverige.se)

The information gathered about the target audience is collectedfrom two different studies. The

first study done by Sifo is the study is presented in chapter 5.1.3. Sifo does a yearly study on

consumer products amongst randomly selected Swedes between the ages17 and 79. This study

will be done as 2006 done on approximately 14 000 persons (See appendix A). Sifo Resaerch and

consulting is a well known international company established in Sweden year 1954. The

information was gathered by them through telephone interviews, mail questionnaires, and web

based interviews. (See,www.sifo.se, for more information). The second consumer analysis

regarding customer awareness and preference was done by a company AC Nielsen. The company

is the leading global supplier of market researching services. When it was founded 1923 many

innovative research methods were introduced. These methods are today praxis in the industry

according to the company.(www.acnielsen.se)

The data collected about media expenditures was also done by Sifo. The company is constantly

observing how Swedish brands uses media in their advertising. They observations cover 300

different media channels. All big city newspapers with editionsover 20 000 are covered. Popular

press and trade press covered is around 100 in each group. These magazines and papers cover

90 % of all the advertising done in these media groups. All the commercial network channels are

covered in the data. Other commercials like outdoor, movie, and radio advertising is reported

through collaborations with companies selling this type of media space. The expenditures

measured are based upon the normal price for media space purchases according to the specific

media gross price list. Hence, no discounts are included. The advertisements collected are half

page or bigger.

4.4. Validity and Reliability 

The quality of a research can be measured by the two measurements reliability and validity.

Reliability measures how well a measurement instrument gives exactly the same result when the

test is repeated in the same conditions (Bell, 2000). Further an instrument has high reliability if

different persons can do the research and get the same results. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul,

2006) If a study has high reliability the operations done should have the ability to be repeated

with the exact same methods when investigating the same study (Yin,2003)
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This study is based upon secondary data collected. The secondary datacollected is accessible for

a new study but the methods used leave room for error since interpretation of summarized data is

the method. Further the observations done internally in the company would not be the same for a

new time frame. It is therefore impossible to measure the reliability. However all the data

collected comes from reliable established companies on the market.

Validity is a measurement of how well the right form of data is measured(Ejvegård, 1996).

Important is that without reliability the validity can not be measured (Bell, 2000).

To assure maximum validity the results of the study have been showed to the marketing director

at the object of the study. The figures collected from external sources did not give an accurate

picture of the company marketing. The figures showed that only marketing in printed media had

been done while the reality was that marketing had been done in radio and outdoor as well for

several month year 2006.
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5. Data Presentation  

In this chapter information about the market, the chosen competitors, and their marketing will be 

presented. 

5.1. Flat TV Market 

The Flat TV market has literally exploded the past few years. Flat screen televisions have been

available on the market for many years but the sales have only been modest and slowly increasing

until 2005 when sales started to accumulate more rapidly. The salesincreased rapidly and prices

went down faster than ever before during 2006. The sales increased from 206 thousand units sold

year 2005 to 458 thousand units 2006.

The sales on the flat TV market showed an increasingly positive curve upwards during the whole

year of 2006, only in July did the sales figures decrease. There were no outstanding peaks in the

sales except for December. This was the month when flat screentelevisions were chosen as the

Christmas present of the year by the home electronics association. In figure 5.1 it can be seen how

the overall price for flat televisions has decreased continuallywith bigger drops June to July,

August to September, and November to December.

Figure 5.1: Sales units versus Average Price for Flat TV during 2006 

5.1.1. Technologies  

The old generation televisions used a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) to produce an image on the

screen. The interest for these televisions is rapidly decreasing in favor of the LCD and plasma
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technology. CRT televisions are still sold due to their very low price compared to LCD and

plasma televisions but only small amounts.

The plasma technology can shortly explained as a screen composedof small �cells� filled with 

gas emitting different colors when exposed to electrical voltages. The LCD technology (Liquid

Crystal Display) on the other hand is based on liquid crystals between two sheets of polarized

glass connected to an electric current. When the electric current changes the polarization of the

light also changes. Hence, the crystals filter the light generated by a back light. Due to the cord

the LCD crystals are connected to LCD technology is more profitable for smaller televisions.

Generally it can be said the LCD are sold from the smallest sizesup to 42 inches and plasma from

42 inches and upwards.

But the screen is not the most important factor for quality; it is what goes on behind the screen

that is the most crucial issue. Companies producing flat screentelevisions often use LCD or

plasma panels from the same producers. Collaboration between the companies are common, as an

example the company, LG.Phillips LCD, the outcome of a joint venture between Philips and LG.

LG.Phillips LCD is a global producer of TFT-LCD panels for televisions, monitors, and

notebooks.

5.1.2. Standard Sizes 

The standard size for flat screen televisions is said to be 32 inches, but the sales figures show a

big interest for TVs in the range 40�� to 42�� as well. Hence, the most common sizes are between

the two ranges; 30� to 32�� and 40�� to 43��. See figure 5.2 for how the sold size ranges changed

during 2006. Fluctuations in the preferred sizes have been very small during year 2006. Some

indications show that TVs in the range 40�� to 43�� is becoming slightly more popular.
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Sales Units by Size
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Figure 5.2: Flat TV Sales Units by Size for the Whole Market during 2006

5.1.3 Consumers of Flat TV  

Amongst the owners of a Flat TV some characteristics are more common than for the average

Swede. The interest for flat TV seems to be more widely spread amongst younger people.

Generally speaking 15 year olds up to 44 year old are over represented amongst the people who

have a flat TV. Persons who are 50 and older were under represented andthe frequency was the

highest amongst the age groups 35 to 44. See appendix A. When looking at the people who say

that they very likely or pretty likely will purchase a flat screen TV within the coming two years it

is still younger people under 45 years. The age group most prone to purchase in the future are a

little bit younger though, they are between 25 and 35 year old.

Not very surprisingly the people who owned a flat TV are mostly full-time workers. One reason

for this is that almost 46 % out of the research population (15-79 yearolds Swedes) are full-time

workers. But these people are also nearly five percentage points more likely to have a TV at home

than the average Swede. The group of people least likely to have purchased a flat TVs was retired

people. Amongst the group of people who intend to make a purchase the most common

description is still a full-time worker. But comparing ownersto those who intend to purchase a

shift from many self-employed who had purchased to a large groupof students who intend to

purchase can be observed

When looking at how the work hours of the consumers those who work 42 and more hours per

week are over represented, opposed to potential consumers who work between 37-47 hours a

week.
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Educational wise no distinctive over representation compare to the normal distribution between

educational classifications can be noticed. However a very smallincrease from the norm could be

seen for those who finished three year high school and more than two years of university

education.

The one who owns a flat TVs is most likely living in their own house orterrace house. Also many

apartment owners were customers but under represented were peopleliving in rented flats.

Amongst the potential customers no obvious living status is distinguished instead a more average

Swede is purchasing flat TV. Also looking at the living area of people who own versus those who

will purchase the trend is going from large living areas towards a more average Swede. A small

over representation of those who live in 121-250 square meters amongst potential customers can

be seen tough.

The owners and potential customer most common household composition is 3 persons or more.

One and two person households are underrepresented but two person compositions are very

common so this is still a big customer group for flat screen TVs. When it comes to the number of

children households with one and two children is the most common family owning or planning to

buy a flat screen TV.

Household income affects purchase willingness amongst consumers. Amongst those who already

have a flat TV a monthly household income over 42 000 SEK is common. Also here the trend

goes towards a more the average household income. The ones planningto buy have an over

representation from 35 000 SEK a month and more. When it comes to personal income the same

phenomena can be seen, those planning to buy the overrepresentation starts at an income of

22 000 SEK, while those who already bought the income started at 25 000 SEK. Notable is that

amongst the people who has a household income from 50 000 SEK and more the interest for flat

TVs seems to be decreasing. The economic situation in the household naturally affects the

purchases of flat screen televisions. Families who stated that they had a very good economy were

most likely to have purchased. Those with purchasing plans are more likely to be a family with

pretty good economy.

Sweden can geographically be divided up into regions according tothe three largest cities, big

municipality, medium big municipality, smaller municipality and different small municipalities.

For these different regions it can be seen that�Stor Stockholm� is clearly where most flat-TVs are
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sold. The average person living in this region was almost six percentage units more likely to own

a TV than the average Swede.�Stor Göteborg� and �Stor Malmö� are also over represented but 

not to the extent as the population in Stockholm owned flat screen televisions. Big municipalities

with 90 000 and more inhabitants are also over represented amongstboth owners and those who

intend to purchase. Middle sized municipalities with inhabitants numbers between 50 000 and

90 000 were under represented but only amongst owners. Small municipalities are also under

represented. But an increase in those who intend to purchase to numbers very close to the average

can be observed.

Generally speaking the owner and potential customer is more active and sporty than the average

person. They practice sports like sailing, downhill skiing, golf, tennis, football, indoor bandy,

workout, going to the gym, and adventure sports. The are also more interested in watching and

reading about sports, visiting sport events, driving motorboats,�sun and bath�, and cruises. 

The top five activities differing owners and those who plan to buy from the average person in

Sweden is; surfing on the Internet, going on vacations abroad, watching video/DVD movies,

downhill-skiing,�sun and bath�, and going to the gym. 

The most common interests amongst those who own or plan to buy a flat TV according to number

of people who are very or quite interested in an area or activity is listed below in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Eight most common interests amongst Swedes who already has or Swedes who 

intend to purchase a flat screen TV in the near future. For all interest see appendix A. 

5.2. Competition on the Flat TV Market  

The main competitors on the flat TV market are LG Electronics, Panasonic, Philips, Samsung and

Sony when measuring market shares in terms of sales value and sales volumes. Either way

Samsung is the clear market leader if looking at year 2006. (See table 5.2) Samsung stands for

almost 30 % of the total sale on the market. Following Samsung is Philips and LG Electronics,

LG selling more in terms of value and Philips more in terms of units. In units the competitors

only differ 1.2 percentage points in market share but in total salesvalue LG Electronics is 3.3

percentage points ahead of Philips. Panasonic is the fourth runner up followed by Sony.

Market Share (Value)   Market Share (Units) 

1. Samsung 29.2 % 1. Samsung 29.4 %

2. LG 15.5 % 2. Philips 13.3 %

3. Philips 12.3 % 3. LG 12.1 %

4. Panasonic 9.9 % 4. Panasonic 7.7 %

5. Sony 8.3 % 5. Sony 6.7 %

Table 5.2: Market shares for top five competitors 2006 in sales value and sales units.  

The change over time throughout the year it can be observed in table 5.3. From this it evident that

Samsung was a winner compared to 2005 as the won 8.8 percentage points more of the market.

Also LG and Panasonic won market shares in 2006 compared to the previous year. The

Ganska-Mycket Intresserade /Omr '000 % 

Semestra Utomlands 2899 78,4

Semestra I Sverige 2783 75,3

Träffa Nya Människor 2585 69,9

Sol & Bad 2533 68,5

Musik 2462 66,6

Prova Nya Maträtter 2407 65,1

Motionera 2314 62,6

Film 2290 61,9
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companies that lost market shares were Philips and Sony. Philips lost the most in market shares

going from 24.8 % to 16.5 %.
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FLAT PANEL TV 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 

     LG 10,7 13,6 10,2 10,8 12,1 8,5 9,9 12,4 12,1 11,8 14,9 14,7 16,0 16,4 15,5 

     PANASONIC 7,7 9,1 6,2 6,7 6,1 9,9 12,3 9,9 7,4 7,1 11,3 7,9 8,9 10,1 9,9 

     PHILIPS 24,8 16,5 21,3 22,3 18,0 18,2 17,6 18,8 20,1 20,5 16,6 17,1 14,7 13,1 12,3 

     SAMSUNG 14,5 23,3 19,8 20,5 23,8 22,5 22,7 20,4 20,4 18,1 17,5 20,2 24,6 27,1 29,2 

     SONY 10,5 8,4 9,3 6,7 7,9 9,2 7,4 8,2 7,3 8,1 8,4 9,1 8,9 9,7 8,3 

Table 5.3: Fluctuations in sales unit percentages between competitors during 2006  

5.2.1. Brand Awareness and Preference 

Measuring brand awareness for premium TVs, that include all flat screens TV as well as

projectors, Sony turns out to the most known brand. Sony is followed by Philips with only slight

differences (See figure 5.3). LG Electronics has the third most awareness but Samsung as the

better top-of-mind value. Interestingly Panasonic no aided awareness by relatively high top of

mind value.

Figure 5.3: Top of mind value, unaided awareness, and aided awareness for competitors on the 

flat screen TV market. 

The Swedish consumers prefer some brands over other premium TV producers. The division

between LG, Samsung, Sony and Philips can be observed in figure 5.4. Sony is not only the brand

most people associate premium TVs to. Sony is also the brand most people prefer over other

brands. More than 80 percent like the Sony TVs and the second most liked brand is Philips. The
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difference between LG and Samsung is small, Samsung being slightly more preferred than LG.

From figure 5.4 below it can also be seen that many, 37 % and 38 %, are neither positive nor

negative to LG and Samsung.

Figure 5.4: Preference division for flat screen TV brands LG, Samsung, Sony, and Philips. 

Awareness and preference for the different brands is also presented according to age, geographic

area, and income (See figure 5.5). Trends that can be observed from the graphs are that Samsung

and LG follow each other in age, area, and income preference. Philips has a strong position in

Gothenburg on the expense of Sony and LG. Further awareness about Philips is high amongst

those who have a low income, between 17 000 and 35 000 SEK.

From the graphs it is evident that awareness about Sony and Philips is evenly spread throughout

the ages. The preference is also similar between the brands exceptfor income where Sony has the

highest preference amongst those with a high income and Philips amongst those with a low

income.
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Figure 5.5: Awareness and preference division between age, area, and income for brands LG, 

 Samsung, Sony, and Philips.   

5.2.2. Changes in Market Share and Price 

Samsung and Philips are strong competitors in terms of market shares as graphs in figure 5.6 and

5.7 confirm. However Philips loses a lot of market shares the secondhalf of the year at the same

time as Samsung increase. Philips also loses monetary vale compared to units while LG�s value 

go up compare to units. Sony�s curves are stable and when monetary value goes up so does the 

units. Panasonic fluctuate much in their sales and the curve seems tobe following each other

except for September when units go down but not value to the same extent.

Figure 5.6: Sales Units Percentage for  Figure 5.7: Sales Value Percentage for 

Flat TV five main competitors during 2006.  Flat TV five main competitors during 2006. 
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The 31-32 inch Segment 

Common size ranges on the market is 31-32 inches and 40-43 inches. The most frequently sold

brand in the size ranges 31-32 inches 2006 was Samsung. Samsung is the strongest brand but also

Philips and Sony sell quite a lot in this size segment. See table 5.4for all five competitors share of

the total 31-32 inch market.

Table 5.4: Sales Units Percentages for 30-32�� Flat TV by Competitor and Month 2006. 

Compared to 2005 Samsung were real winners selling almost 13 % morein 2006 of the total 31-

32 inch market. Philips sold 14 % but also lost much of its market shares, Sony sold 12 %, LG

7 % and Panasonic 3.5 %.

During the whole year some fluctuations in the preferred brands can be seen. Philips market share

sales varied between 16.9 % and 11.4 %, their lowest months being October and February and

best months January and March. Compared to year 2005 Philips have lostover 10 % of the total

31-32 inch market. In Samsungs sales a remarkable raise in marketshare can be seen from

August being their lowest point and up to December. They gain around 5 % ofthe market in sales

in the 31-32 inch segment from August to September and the same gain follows through until

December when they gain 10 % to the month before. Sony is quite even in their quantity of sales

market share. Their lowest market shares can be seen in Januaryand April and highest in March

and July. Panasonic has its top notes in April and November and LG inMay, February, and

October.

In the small size segment 31-32 inches much happened with prices during year 2006. (See figure

5.8) The price level went from prices around 16 000 SEK in Januaryto prices around 10 000 in

December. All competitors follow each others prices quite well, with Panasonic as an exception.

Panasonic has a high price level the two first months, then they drop the prices far below

competitors in March and April to suddenly raise price above competitors again in June and July.

 

JAN05 
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JAN06 

- 

DEC06 DEC05 JAN06 FEB06 MAR06 APRI06 MAY06 JUN06 JUL06 AUG06 SEP06 OCT06 NOV06 DEC06 

 31/32 INCHES 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 

       LG 6,5 7,0 7,0 7,7 9,2 7,3 8,5 9,4 5,7 5,3 6,4 4,9 9,2 7,3 6,1 

       PANASONIC 2,1 3,5 1,4 2,1 2,0 2,6 5,9 3,9 2,9 2,6 3,3 3,1 4,2 5,8 2,8 

       PHILIPS 24,9 14,0 19,4 16,7 12,0 16,9 14,9 13,4 14,3 13,9 15,9 14,0 11,4 12,5 14,4 

       SAMSUNG 13,9 26,7 18,9 24,9 27,8 23,6 27,2 22,0 21,6 21,2 17,0 21,2 26,1 28,9 38,5 

       SONY 11,4 12,0 8,5 7,0 11,5 13,6 10,7 12,3 11,5 13,6 12,5 11,8 12,8 13,0 11,7 
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Philips has the lowest prices in August and September but otherwise the company follow

competitor prices. Sony lies just above competitors in price except for the summer months,

having the lowest average price in the 31-32 inch segment in July.
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Figure 5.8: Average Sales Price per Units for 31-32 inch Flat TV. 

The 40-43 inch Segment 

The larger television popular size range 40-43 inch has experienced a similar development as the

smaller segment. In this size range the competition is more evenly spread between the

competitors. Also in this segment Samsung sells the largest amounts of televisions with 24.7 % of

total market but LG Electronics is a strong competitor with its 18.2 %. Panasonic and Philips are

almost equally big competitors with 15.4% and 14.5 %, while Sony has only modest 6.5 %. (See

table 5.5).

Table 5.5: Sales Units Percentages for 40-43 inch Flat TV by Competitor and Month 2006. 

The companies that increased in market shares are LG, Panasonic, and Samsung. Philips drops in

market shares for this segment as well but not as much as Sony goes down compared to 2005.

 

JAN05 
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JAN06 
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DEC06 DEC05 JAN06 FEB06 MAR06 APR06 MAY06 JUN06 JUL06 AUG06 SEP06 OCT06 NOV06 DEC06 

40-43 INCHES 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 

       LG 15,1 18,2 13,5 14,5 13,8 8,7 10,1 14,9 16,4 15,1 19,2 21,3 24,5 24,3 19,5 

       PANASONIC 8,8 15,4 6,8 8,8 7,5 17,1 18,7 15,8 11,8 13,1 23,7 13,0 16,2 17,4 16,0 

       PHILIPS 20,7 14,5 19,9 26,8 20,9 17,3 18,4 18,4 19,9 20,4 13,1 20,7 13,0 8,6 6,0 

       SAMSUNG 17,2 24,7 23,0 21,4 22,4 20,1 23,1 24,1 24,0 20,8 17,5 21,4 25,1 27,1 30,8 

       SONY 13,6 6,5 13,0 7,5 5,0 8,1 6,4 5,5 5,0 5,4 6,1 6,4 5,8 7,9 7,0 
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Samsungs market shares do not fluctuate remarkably besides a drop in July to September and a

increase in December. LG market share fluctuate quite a lot, inMarch and April are low in

market share quantity while strong in October and November.

Philips is strong in the beginning of the year and slowly lose marketshare in the size range 40-43

inch with the exception of two small tops in July and September. InDecember Philips have only

6 % of the total market, this is a 20% drop from January. Panasonic gain market shares more or

less the whole year from quite low numbers in the beginning of the yearto 16 % in December.

Panasonics highest market shares figures occur in April and August. Sony is stable not fluctuating

to much and keep a market share around 6 %.

The prices in this sizes segment are decreasing as the rest of the market (See figure 5.9). Sony is

clearly the most expensive brand in this segment having the highest average price almost every

month. LG and Panasonic follow each other in price closely going downwards without bigger

price raises. Philips lowers their price the first four months being the cheapest brand, then a

sudden increase in the price in May getting closer to the competitors average price levels. Philips

keeps approximately the same average price until August when a large price drop gives Philips

the lowest average price level again. Samsungs prices vary to some extent, price tops can be seen

in March and August followed by drops to competitor price levels.
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Figure 5.9: Average Sales Price per Units for 40-43 inch Flat TV. 
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5.2.3. LG Electronics  

LG Electronics Nordic division is a subsidiary company to parent company LG Electronics,

which in its own turn is part of conglomerate LG Group. It all started 1947 in Korea with a

chemical producing company. As the company grew and founder In-Hoe Koo saw to industries in

Japan and decided to expand into the electronics market. In year 1958 the first radio in Korea was

produced by the new subsidiary company Goldstar. During the 1960s radios, televisions,

refrigerators, washing machines and air-conditioning was produced. Later the company also

expanded to communications. Year 1995 Goldstar changed its companyname to LG Electronics.

Today LG consist of 77 subsidiaries and marketing units in over 37 countries. More than 72 000

employees work for the corporation in four different business areas. The business areas are

Mobile Communications, Digital Appliances, Digital Display andDigital Media.

The establishment of a Nordic division started year 1999 when LG Electronics sent

employee Jae-Hyun Do to Sweden. He was told not to come back if hedid not start a

Nordic division that showed profitability within a year and in October year 1999 the

Nordic division was established.

 

Organization - LG Electronics Nordic 

LG Electronics Nordic division is active in four different businessareas; white goods, home

appliances, IT, and mobile phones. The Nordic subsidiary companyalso has braches in Finland,

Norway, and Denmark totally employing 147 persons (December 2006). Out of these 147 persons

approximately 100 of them work in Sweden where the managing director Jae-Ho Do also is

placed. See figure 5.10 for the organization chart. Every businessarea has its own product

manager (the yellow marked posts in the organization chart). Each country in its turn also has

product managers who are subordinate to the product managers for the Nordic division and the

managing director Mr. Do.

LG also have a central forecasting office (CFO) by whom planningand sales are administrated,

finance and credits managed, logistics handled and IT specialist directed. Besides all product

managers and the staff under the forecasting office there are six more departments; service,

marketing, product support, culture and TDR, human resources, salesadministration and legal

department. TDR stands for tear down and rebuild. This program is LGElectronics own program

or system for development where different groups are put togetherto improve some area of

concern.
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Figure 5.10: Organization chart over LG Electronic Nordic division, January 2007 

The marketing department led by marketing manager Teija-Marie Pierre has a marketing manager

for each product group; digital display, mobile phones, IT, and home appliances. Public relations

have itowns manager Ms Lee with assistant. (See figure 5.11)

Figure 5.11: Organization chart over LG Electronic Nordics marketing department. 

LG Electronics marketing department work with a number of different actors in their marketing.

The most important ones is the media agency, purchasing their media space and their creative

agency who design many of their campaigns. The media agency givessuggestions to LG for how

advertising should be distributed over time and in what channels andthe marketing department

decide on what alternatives to use. The creative agencies in its turn design the ads according to

requirements given from the marketing personal. They are often given a great deel of creative

freedom however corporate guidelines must be followed.
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As mentioned before LG Electronics Nordic division has four different product groups called;

home appliances, computer products (IT), mobile phones, and browngoods. Major home

appliance products are refrigerators and freezers, washing machines, vacuum cleaners,

dishwashers, microwaves, and ovens. Computer products sold in the Nordic countries are

notebooks, monitors, and DVD units. Products under the mobile phone unit are simply 3G and

GSM mobile phones. The final product group in LG Electronics Nordics organization is called

brown goods by the industry. DVDs, audio products, and televisions arethe product types

gathered under the name brown goods.

 

Strategy and Goals 

The LG Electronics Nordic division does not have full authorization to make their own strategic

decisions at all levels. The business strategy is directed from theKorean headquarter but also

marketing strategy and communication strategy is also controlled to some extent.

 

Business Strategy � LG Electronics 

LG Electronics long-term goal is to be one of global top three electronics/telecommunication

companies by the year of 2010. They want to expand market size and earnings fast and in the

process also improve monetary value rather than quantity. The company growth strategy is fast

growth and fast innovation. The LG aim is to have 30% more competitive edge than competitors,

improvement in market share by 30%, develop new products 30% faster, and develop new

technology and establishing corporate values three years before competitors. 

Beside these aims LG Electronics also intend to have product leadership developing creative

premium products through specialized new technologies, be market leaders and have people

leadership. An overview of the LG Electronics business strategy can be seen in figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: LG Electronics company strategy. 

 

LG Electronics Marketing Strategy 

The vision for LGE Nordic divisions is�be the natural choice when selection of technology that 

simplifies life at home and at the workplace�. The organizations goal is to�put new technology 

and design in the hands of ordinary people for reasonable prices�. LG further aims to be

consistent in their message throughout all their marketing. In their promotion they use PR,

advertising campaigns, action marketing such as end-user events,printed material like catalogues

and customer magazines, events for customers and distributors amongstother things.

The core values of the company are innovation, reliability, humanity, and passion. Positioning

itself the company wants to be seen as�a company that constantly pursues innovation in order to 

provide solid benefits to customer�. Creating benefits for the consumer LG intend to make

products that have a modern and simple design, are easy to use, and consumer can thrust. The

attributes for their product line being high quality, durability, variety, and reasonable prices.

Brand personality chosen by LG Electronics is described by the words; honest, familiar reliable,

pragmatic, and family. A model of LG Electronics marketing strategy can be seen in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Overview of LG Electronics marketing strategy. 

 

LG Electronics - Communication Strategy 

LG Electronics communication aims to use emotional appeals intheir marketing. Marketing

campaigns have the common aspects that they intend show that LGElectronics understands the

customer way of life and that the products can inspire consumer to do new and exciting things.

LG Electronics the key visual attribute is their logo, the line�Life�s Good� and an extensive

range of electronics products. 

The communication strategy for all European subsidiary companies uses the same creative

strategy for printed advertising and commercials. The divisions in the different countries are

allowed to choose their media channels as they wish and the messageformats used can be chosen

quite freely as long as some guidelines are followed. The creative theme is restricted and the

companies are obliged to follow the given structures.

Creative strategy 

The creative strategy for advertisements LG Electronics Europe havethree main common

grounds; product, emotion, and difference.Product focus is ensured by visualizing the

product clearly and also highlighting the differentiating product features. Including

emotional aspects is done by showing a simple and clear human benefit. The headline in

LG advertisements articulates that LG products aredifferent from competitor products.

Lines like �Life�s Good When you See Things Differently� further accentuate LG�s 

difference.
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When the message is presented it should follow four steps logic.The first step is market

assumption, followed by presentation consumer need or how market works. LG

Electronics inspiration and how it might encourage consumer to seethings differently is

to be shown. The fourth and last step is pointing out the human benefit and�Life�s Good� 

line. An example of this could be a commercial for LG�s Direct Drive washing machine 

following these steps.

1. The market assumption:  Even a new washing machine won�t be big enough to 

handle all my washing.� I�ll have to do extra loads. 

2. The truth/consumer need:  A washing machine into which I can pack in more

clothes than I do now.

3. LG�s inspiration and how might it inspire the consumer to see differently: 

LG�s Direct Drive gets rid of the conventional belt,

instead attaching the drive to the drum directly. That

means a bigger drum can be fitted inside the same size

washing machine!

4. The human benefit:   More leisure time, less hassle. 

 

Visual Communication  

The visual identity of LG Electronics consists of a colour scheme, typography and logo.

The primary colours used by LG Electronics are LG Red, LG Gray, and white. There are

also a colour palette with additional two colours, LG Dark Red andLG Dark Gray. The

darker shades are for promotion of premium products. In special occasion the two gray

colours can be exchanged to silver or metallic for further variation.

Figure 5.14: LG Electronic color scheme, typeface, and signature.  

The typefaces used in all LG�Life�s Good� communication should be typefaces; 

Charlotte and Charlotte Sans. The Charlotte Sans typeface is to be used for all headlines

and primary messages, technical messages, and call-out text. Charlotte in its turn is for

most long passages of text and body copy.
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The LG Life�s Good signature consists of the LG logo in LG Red and LG letters in LG 

Gray. The slogan Life�s Good is written in a curvature around the logo. The curving of 

the slogan is meant to reinforce LG�s personality and uniqueness. This signature has to be 

used by every division and product from LG Electronics across the globe. It should also

be used in its primary colours mostly but also other colour combinations can be used.

Further the company also has guidelines for visuals. The pictures should convey energy,

happiness, and quality. Different styles used by LG are people photography, silhouette

product photography, and product photography in an environment Photographs of people

focus on smiling, happy confident, and smart individuals in real environments around the

world. Product pictures should be taken in an engaging angle showingthe dimensions of

the product. Product photography presents the product on a white background without

shadows. Another recurring feature is the colour bars placed on one side, two sides or all

around the document.

5.2.4. Panasonic 

The Nordic division Panasonic Nordic AB is a subsidiary company entirely own by Matsushita

Electric Industry Corporation Ld. This is the company which has been present on the Nordic

market for the longest time, ever since 1972. Their business areasare called audio, picture,

computers, and telecommunications. The corporate management objectives are to take

responsibility as industrialists, devoting themselves to development and success of society and

welfare of people throughout business activities.

Doing this they want to improve life quality around the world. Theyhave seven principles that

they follow in their business activities:

1. Contribute to the society

2. Justice and honesty

3. Cooperation and group spirit

4. Untiringly efforts for improvements

5. Politeness and humbleness

6. Adjustability

7. Gratefulness
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5.2.5. Philips  

This Dutch company wasstated in 1891 as a light bulb producing company. By the turn of the

century they were the largest producer of light bulbs in Europe. The company established a

research unit and soon they were producing radios, x-ray equipment, shaving machines, and

televisions. Philips further contributed to the development improved the picture quality for

movies, and introduced the audio cassette. Today Philips is active in many different product areas

amongst other; lighting, household, personal care, televisions, medical electrics, and portable

audio.

Their corporate vision is to be leaders at predicting technical solutions for healthcare, lifestyle and

wireless technology. Their aim is to delight the customer, deliver on commitment, develop people,

and depend on each other. Philips wants to be perceived as an open, transparent, approachable,

and easy to do business with company.�Sense and simplicity� is their brand promise to the 

consumer.

5.2.6. Samsung  

Samsung is an international company originating from Korea. The company was founded in 1938

and expanded to the Nordic countries in 1992. According to Samsung thecompany has

maintained their business mission since the start; contribute to the nation, prioritize human

resources, and pursuit rationalism. They state that their business vision is to be�Leading the 

Digital Convergence Revolution�. Samsung uses their philosophy, business principles, and 

Samsung identity to create value. Value creating factors for Samsung is; people, excellence,

change, integrity, and co-prosperity. People is important to Samsung since they believe�a 

company is its people�, they also say that the best of effort are put in with endless passion and 

challenge spirit referring excellence. The company also promotes change and innovation and

integration so that their manners are right and ethical. Co-prosperity in its turn means that they

will take act as a good corporate citizens pursuing wealth not only for the company but also for

community, nation, and human society. The different product areasSamsung compete in are

digital media, telecommunications, digital appliances, semiconductors, and televisions.

5.2.7. Sony 

The Japanese originating company was founded in Tokyo year 1946 by anengineer and a

physicist. It started as a repairing company for electrical equipment with 20 employees. The aim

was to build their own products and in 1954 their business success got its start when they won a

license to make transistors which was an American invention. In May1954, Sony launched
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Japan's first transistor and the following year Japan�s first all-transistor radio. Well known

products that Sony gained much recognition from is amongst other; thefirst Color Television

Trinitron in 1968, the color video-cassette in 1971, the Betamax VCR in 1975, the Walkman in

1979, the 3.5 inch micro floppy disk in 1989, an electronic camera in 1981, the world's first CD

player in 1982, and the first consumer camcorder in 1983, and so on.

  

The company name Sony was registered as early as in 1955 and corporate identity rules set in

1962. Under a few years the logo changed its appearance slightly but in 1973 the logo that is use

still today was set. When Sony design their products they did it to fit the Sony brand, the aim was

to develop products that are�World�s First�, �World�s Smallest�, �World�s Biggest�, or �World�s 

Best�. Originality and uniqueness are attributes that the company wants to portray. Product

groups that are produced by Sony is amongst other; cameras, camcorders, computers, mobile

electronics, car audio, GPS, mobile phones in collaboration with Ericsson, home entertainment,

and televisions.

5.3. Marketing  

5.3.1. Media Space Expenditures 

The amount of money spent on purchase of media space for flat televisions in print media,

outdoor advertising, television, radio, and cinemas year 2006 by the different competitors can be

seen in figure 5.15. It is clear that Samsung is spending almost as much money as the other

competitors together. Samsung stands for as much as 44 percentages of the marketing done by

LG Electronics, Panasonic, Philips, Samsung and Sony. Samsung spends approximately 38.1

million SEK on just media space for flat screen TV marketing. Sonybeing the runner up with its

33 % spends 28.9 millions. LG on the other hand spends only about 6.1 millions during year 2006.
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Figure 5.15 Media Space Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising by Five Main Competitors.  

When looking at how money was spent on Flat TV advertised in only between the printed media

one can see that for the five competitors big city morning papers was the most popular source,

followed by evening press in the larger cities (Aftonbladet, Expressen, GT, Kvällsposten, e.g.). 

See figure 5.16. Out of the total amount of money spent in printed media by the five companies

popular press stand for 14 %. The companies choose to only spend 14% of their money in

provincial press and trade press together. If looking at number ofads the shares will differ a good

deal when it comes to provincial press, this because of lower advertising prices in this media

channel. Otherwisethe differences are not noteworthy. For specific press under the

different categories see appendix B.

Figure 5.16:  Share of Media Space Compared to Competitors in Value and Number of Ads. 

The media spending fluctuated a lot during year 2006. There were two periods premium TV

producers expected to sell a lot of televisions and therefore marketing was more intense during

these months. These periods occurred from May to early July due to the world championships in

football and the months before Christmas.
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Depending on how much the top five actors spent on purchasing media space for each month they

had different shares compared to each other. As seen in the figure5.17 below Sony had high

share of media during the beginning of the year and November. Samsung also spent much having

the majority of the media space during the second half of the year. LGElectronics media space

shares were high in April and August to September. Panasonic managed to be strong in media

space compare to the competitors during the summer months when many other also wanted to be

seen. Philips media space shares were low in the months large sales were expected but in August

Philips the most media space out of all the competitors.
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Figure 5.17: Monthly Share of Media Space between the top five competitors in terms of  

Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising. (Only advertising by the top-five competitors is included)   

5.3.2. Media Channels 

LG Electronics 

The different competitors divided their expenditures in different media channels. LG Electronics

spending approximately 6 millions on media space purchases for flat TV. Out of these they spent

3.5 millions SEK on advertising in big city evening papers and 1.4 millions SEK in big city

morning papers. In January, February, and March marketing is kept ona relatively low level (See

figure 5.18). Then in April the expenditures start to escalate and in May LG hit the highest point

spending 1.6 millions on media space for marketing of flat TV. After that the marketing costs go

down aging until the last months of the year where it peaks again in October at around 1.3

millions. After that expenditures go downwards in the last two months from the peak in October.
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Media spenderingar på TV för LG 2006
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Figure 5.18: Media Space Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising on different media channels by 

LG Electronics.  

Panasonic 

Panasonic spent almost 8.5 millions on purchase of media space in year2006. The most popular

media channel for Panasonic was big city evening press and morning papers in big cities (See

figure 5.19). Specific evening press the company uses is Aftonbladet and Expressen. In these

papers approximately 2 millions respectively 1 million were spent. The largest amount of money

was put in different morning papers. Metro Stockholm, Dagens Nyheter, Syd Svenskan, and

Göteborgs Posten are examples of popular papers used by the company. Panasonic also does an

outdoor campaign in June that takes up approximately a third of theirmedia space that month. As

may of the other competitors peaks can be seen in the beginning of thesummer and the three last

months. Especially June and the three last months are used by Panasonic, spending very small

amounts in the months between.
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Media spenderingar på TV för Panasonic 2006
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Figure 5.19: Media Space Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising on different media channels by 

Panasonic.  

Philips

Philips spends the least amount of money on their marketing of flatTV out of the five

competitors. They spent approximately 5.1 million on their media space with a quite varied use of

media channels. As seen an outdoor campaign is done throughout the whole year. They spent 1.7

millions on big city morning papers, 1.2 millions in trade press, and 0.9 millions in popular press.

Philips spent most of its money in five different months, March, May, June, November, and

December. (See figure 5.20)
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Figure 5.20: Media Space Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising on different media channels by 

Philips.  
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Samsung

The largest spender on media space, Samsung, put most of its moneyin television commercials.

Big city morning papers are also used to a large extent. Metro Stockholm, Dagens Nyheter, Metro

Riks, and Dagens Industri were the papers where much money was put. Peaksin marketing

expenditures can also be seen in figure 5.21. Samsung spends most of their marketing money in

June and the three last months of the year. The marketing is at a relatively low level the three first

months, in April the expenditures starts to go up and peaks in June with 9 millions spent just this

month. After June little is spent until October, when the marketing costs go up again much due to

a campaign in TV. In October, November and December Samsung spends between 6.5 and 8.5

millions SEK on marketing of flat screen TV.

Mediaspenderingar för TV utav Samsung
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Figure 5.21: Media Space Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising on different media channels by 

the Five Main Competitors.  

Sony

The second largest spender on advertising of Flat TV is Sony who spends most of its money for

media space on commercials in TV. Other media channels that Sony uses to a large extent are

outdoor commercials and morning papers in big cities. Sony peaksits advertising in May,

November and March, see figure 5.21. The months May and November TV commercials take up

almost all of their spending that is around 9 and 8 millions each month. And in March Sony

spends almost 3.9 millions on an outdoor campaign.
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Figure 5.22: Media Space Expenditures for Flat TV Advertising on different media channels by 

Sony.  

5.3.3. Advertisement Design  

LG Electronics 

Print campaigns, half page or bigger, done by LG during 2006 can be seen in the pictures 5.1 to

5.7 below. The first campaign�Nu är vår bästa plasma inte�� was only printed in January in the

magazine Plaza Kvinna. The second advertisement�Nya sportspegeln�� also printed in January

but this more frequently than the other ad. Press used in for the adwas Expressen, GT, and Kvälls 

Posten, hence mostly evening press. February and March nearly noadvertising in printed press,

was done but the the�Pausa TVn�-ad seen in picture 5.3 could be seen.

 

Picture5.1: LG ad � Nu är vår    Picture 5.2: LG ad �Nya  Picture 5.3: LG ad  

bästa plasma inte�� (LG 010)    sportspegeln�� (LG 011)  �Pausa TVn� (LG 012)  

In April the advertising accumulated somewhat and LG Electronics had a bigger campaign in

Aftonbladet with two different ads, seen in picture 5.4 and 5.5, with the message�1000 vinner 

pengarna tillbaka�. The same campaign continued in May even more intensely, printed in both
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Metro and Aftonbladet. Also the�Pausa TVn� ad was printed during this period. In June LG

Electronics continued to promote the ability to pause television programs in Plaza Kvinna, Plaza

Stora Husguiden and Computer Sweden.

In September a new ad�Ont om antennuttag� was introduced, the ad took up much of LG media

space for two months. The media channel for this was almost exclusively evening press. In

November another new ad was put out in the evening press, the�Vem behöver lössnö�� ad. See

appendix B for more detailed information about media channels used.

Picture 5.4: LG ad �1000        Picture 5.5: LG ad �1000           Picture 5.6: LG ad �Ont        Picture 5.7: LG ad �Vem 

vinner pengarna tillbaka 1�       vinner pengarna tillbaka 2�           om antennuttag�         behöver lössnö�� 

(LG 013)         (LG 014)            (LG 015)         (LG 016) 

Panasonic 

Very little advertising of flat screen televisions was done on Panasonic part the first four months .

In May the company introduced a campaign�Som att vara med� (Picture 5.8) printed in evening

press such as Expressen, Aftonbladet, Kvällsposten, and GT. The campaign followed through in

June before being replaced after a clam September month. The new campaign focused more on

movies rather than sport. The three ads with movie references can be seen in pictures 5.9 to 5.11.

The ads were frequently seen during October and November in mostly evening press but also in

morning papers (Dagens Nyheter, Göteborgs Posten, and Sydsvenska Dagbladet). 
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Picture 5.8: Panasonic ad Picture5.9: Panasonic ad     Picture 5.10: Panasonic ad      Picture 5.11: Panasonic ad 

�Som att vara med�  �Gudfadern är inte��    �Apocalypse Now är inte��   �Top Gun är inte�� 

 (Panasonic 006)  (Panasonic 007)                (Panasonic 008)             (Panasonic 009)  

Philips

Philips used only two different print ads bigger than a half page whenpromoting flat TV during

2006. These two campaigns were run during two different periods, the �Världens enda TV med 

Ambilight� ad seen in picture 5.12 run during June to July and but it also appeared during August

in one magazine. The second ad seen in figure 5.13 occurred in press during the period November

to December. But also in August the Philips�Enklehet är en knapp��-ad could be spotted.

The mix of different press used was somewhat altered throughout the year. In June mostly

popular press and trade press was used and in July a mix of morning, evening, popular and trade

press was the channel for the campaign�Världens enda TV med Ambilight�. Evening press used

were Aftonbladet, GT, Kvällsposten and Expressen. The morning paper of Philips choice was

Dagens Industri where they spent approximately 5 millions on mediaspace for the first campaign.

Trade press where ads could be spotted was, Veckans Affärer, Affärsvärlden, Computer Sweden, 

M3 Maxi Mobile Magazine, and Passion. Popular press used was mostly lifestyle and interior

design magazines like Plaza Magazine, Family Living, Sköna Hem, and Recidence. Sport and

business magazines were also used to a small extent.
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Later in the year, November and December, when�Enklehet är en knapp��-ad appeared in the

same popular press and trade press as for the other ad to a large extent. But also in Dagens

Industri and Aftonbladet relatively large amounts of money was spent.

Picture 5.12: Philips Ad �Världens enda  Picture 5.13: Philips Ad �Enkelhet är en 

TV med ambilight� (Philips 010)  knapp�� (Philips 011) 

Samsung

Samsung printed ads half page or bigger can be seen in the pictures 5.14 to 5.21. The company

used only smaller ads and ad�Tänk dig att människans bästa vän�� during the first three months

of 2006. In April the�Föreställ dig resan från vision�� was introduced in the press, and in May

two ads were representing Samsung promotion in print,�Föreställ dig resan från vision�� and 

�Föreställ dig fulländningen� ads. 
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Picture 5.14: Samsung ad �Tänk   Picture 5.15: Samsung ad �Föreställ  Picture 5.16: Samsung ad  

dig att människans bästa vän��   dig resan från vision�� (Samsung 009)  �Föreställ dig fulländningen� 

(Samsung 008)          (Samsung 010) 

 

When June and July came Samsung increased the range of ads, beside thetwo first in the month

before also a third�Tänk dig att fatta viktiga beslut�� seen in picture 5.17 ad also started to

appear in press. During the summer months Samsung also started a new campaign offering a free

stay at a resort when purchasing specific Samsung models, thisad can be seen in picture 5.18. A

commonly occurring ad during all the summer months is the�Föreställ dig fulländningen� ad

which still comes up as late as in October.

In September a new campaign was introduced to consumers who could win a new living room

worth 100 000 SEK including furniture and a 40 inch LCD TV from Samsung. The campaign

went on for two months. But not only the�Tänk dig ett nytt vardagsrum...�-ad could be seen in

October also�Föreställ dig bildkvalitet som��-ad was printed this month.

This ad was most of Samsungs printed promotion in November and italso continued through

December. Samsung spent a great deal on promotion during the last month of the year and this

was done mainly with the two ads�Föreställ dig bildkvalitet som�� and �Tänk dig en vistelse på 

en lyxresort��
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Picture 5.17: Samsung Ad �Tänk dig att fatta viktiga beslut�� (Samsung 011) 

Picture 5.18: Samsung Ad �Lyxvistelse på köpet� (Samsung 012) 

Picture 5.19: Samsung Ad �Tänk dig ett nytt vardagsrum...� (Samsung 013) 

Picture 5.20: Samsung Ad �Föreställ dig bildkvalitet som�� (Samsung 014) 

Picture 5.21: Samsung Ad �Tänk dig en vistelse på en lyxresort�� (Samsung 015) 

Printed media channels Samsung used to a large extent is morning and evening press as well as

lifestyle magazines. Papers such as Dagens Industri, Dagens Nyheter, and Metro are commonly

used. Popular press such as lifestyle magazines as KING, Café, Hus & Hem, Family Living, 

Residence, and Sköna Hem are common titles. Other special interest magazines are also used to 

some extent, Auto Motor Sport, Att:ention Business and Pleasure and Computer Sweden were

Samsungs most common magazines. See appendix B for informationon division of media

channels on the different ad designs.

Sony 

Sony does not use print advertisements in a large extent. Only two different print ads of the larger

sizes were used during the year of 2006. The ad seen in picture 5.22 was used from February to

May and the other ad�Color like no other�, picture 5.23, is the choice for November and

December. For the Sony advertisement�Vi önskar färger�� media channels like Plaza Kvinna,

Amelia, Damernas Värld, Café, King, Gadgets, Recidence, Sköna Hem, Vi i Villan, Att:ention

Business and Pleasure, M3 Maxi Mobile Magazine, Computer Sweden and morning papers was

used. The other ad�Color like no other� is introduced in November but the main part of this

campaign is shown in December. More detailed information about the media channels can be

seen in appendix B.
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Picture 5.22: Sony Ad �Vi önskar   Picture 5.23: Sony Ad �Color like no other� 

Färger�� (Sony 006)     (Sony 007) 
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6. Communication Analysis 

In this chapter the media channels and message design is connected together with other market 

factors to give better understanding for how the market work. The media channels and message 

design will be analyzed according to the chosen theories. The target audience estimated 

depending on media and message design. Besides this the analysis also aims to create better 

understanding for how sales quantity is connected to other factor such as media space 

expenditures, media channels, ad design, and average price levels.   

6.1. LG Electronics Communication 

As seen in figure 6.1 LG Electronics spent the most on media space in the early summer months

April, May, and June and the second half of year 2006 peaking in October. The media space

expenditures are low compared to the other five top actors on the market, only Philips spending

less on media space. It also seem that the sales units follow the media space expenditures quite

well, only the first two months the sales not following the curve.

LG - Market Share Units vs. Media Space Costs 
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Figure 6.1: Market shares versus Media space share for LG Electronics throughout 2006.  

For a better overview of how the share of media together with prices,media channels, and ads

affect the number of units sold seen table 6.1. For definitions and limits see methodology chapter

four.

January 

In January sales are on an average level for LG Electronics., thisdespite media space

expenditures being low, however the share of media space is quite high at 15 %. The media

channels used are divided evenly between evening press and popular press with the two ads,�Nu 

är vår bästa plasma inte�� and �Nya sportspegeln��. LG Electronics prices in the range 40-43
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inches is close to competitors but they have the highest price. In the price range 30-32 inches

prices are at an average level.

February 

In February LG Electronics did not spend hardly anything on print advertising only 3 000 SEK

and consequently had no share of media space share to talk about. Despite this LG remain their

market share units even increasing somewhat. The prices this monthare not exceptionally low

this month either. In the 31-32 range and the 40-43 inch prices wereaverage, LG has the second

lowest price level after Samsung in the small size range.  

March 

In table 5.3 shows that LG market share drop from 10.1 % to 7.0 % in March. At the same time

Panasonic go from 4.3 % to 7.1 % share of total market. This is probably an outcome of

Panasonics massive campaign and price drop in the size range 31-32 inches this month. A

contributing factor must be that the share of media space is only 1 %. Even if it is hard to estimate

the effect of the small amount of advertisement because of the large price differences the ad used

was�Pausa TVn� (Ad 012).

April 

In April the sales units start to increase and so does the media space expenditures. The share of

media space amongst the top five competitors is for LG�s part 18 % in April. Worth mentioning is

also that during the 26th and 29th of April LG Hockey Games was played in Sweden. This was the

fist time the hockey tournament (Sweden Hockey Games) was called LG Hockey Games and this

got a lot of attention in media.

Since the World Championships in Football was played in June-July LG also presented the

campaign�1000 vinner pengarna tillbaka� with two different printed ads this month. The

campaign message was that 1000 customers who purchased as LG-flat TVbetween 1st of April

and 8th of June would win their money back if the Swedish football team came to the final in the

world championships. The prices for both size ranges were on an average level not being amongst

the one having the lowest or the highest prizes. The media channels used for this was evening

press and provincial press.

May 

In May LG Electronics sales continued to increase with 2.3 %, taking many customers from

Samsung, this due to the fact that LG had a price level much lower than the other four

competitors. The competition over customers buying television before the championships was

hard during these months and as many other also LG spent much money on promoting televisions.

Over 1.6 millions SEK was spent and the share of media space that LG gotfor that was 10%.
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Ads use was the same as under the pervious months but also the�Pausa TVn�ad (see picture 5.3)

was used to some extent. Media channels were mostly morning pressand evening press but also

popular press and provincial newspapers.

June 

This month there were no big changes in market shares. The share of media space was low but

expenditures were over 400 thousand SEK. Prices differences betweenthe competitors were

small in the 31-32 inch segment but amongst the bigger sizes LG was the brand with the clearly

lowest price level. The ads used were the�Pausa TVn� ad and the �1000 vinner pengarna tillbaka 

2� ad. Channel was mostly evening press, popular press, trade press and some provincial press.

July  

Sales dropped slightly in July but the change was under 1 %. LG stillhad the lowest price level in

the bigger sizes range but Samsung has also dropped its prices. The share of media space was 8%,

despite the small amount of money spent. The ad of LG choice was the�Pausa TVn� ad and this 

was printed mostly in popular press.

August  

In August the sales go up again despite LG is not doing much marketing inthis month. Both

Panasonic and LG win market shares on the expense of Samsung and Philips, this due to the gap

between prices in the size range 40 to 43 inches. But LG is not the onewith lowest price level

anymore. The media space share is high with 20% and the ad used still the �Pausa TVn� ad and

channels used are mostly trade press but also popular and provincial press.

September  

In September the sales go up but only slightly, this despite highmedia space shares and high

expenditures. Instead Samsung takes most of the sales this month increasing from, differences in

price being very small between the competitors. LG Electronics continues with the�Pausa TVn� 

ad but also the�Ont om antennuttag� is also introduced ads this month. Media channels are to

60% evening press but also some popular and provincial press is used.

October 

The sales increase this month but mainly because of a big price drop in the smaller size range on

LG�s part. Many factors contribute to the sales increase; low prices, second highest media space

share, and high media expenditures. Only one ad is used and this is the�Ont om antennuttag� ad 

and channels are to 92% evening press. Both LG and Samsung are winners this month and Philips

is the one who loses consumers.

November 
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In November sales start to go down again despite low prices. The competition over consumers is

high this month and prices are at a similar level. Share of media space is at 5% and prices are low

for LG�s part. Evening press is still the most frequent used media followed by morning press. The

ads used are still�Ont om antennuttag� but also a new ad called �Vem behöver lössnö��. The 

decrease in sales this month might be due to many factors, one being the small amount of media

space compared to Samsung who increases in market shares. Another factor might be the ad

design.

December 

In December market shares continue to decrease slightly, whileSamsung were growing. The

media space share is continually low, LG having the least amountof media space. The price level

for LG is low and very close to Samsung in both price ranges. The smallamount of media space

might be a reason for the loss in market shares.

Table 6.1: An overview of how LG Electronics market shares, sales value, media space share, 
media space costs, media channels, advertisements and price levels changes over time.  

6.1.1. LG Electronics - Media Channels 

LG Electronics uses evening press to a large extent; Aftonbladet, Expressen, GT and

Kvällsposten. When it comes to morning papers it is mainly Metro which is usedbut also

Sydsvenka Dagbladet. This media group gives the possibility for frequent use and long process

time of message (Copley, 2004; Percy, Rossiter, & Elliot, 2001).Swedes shows the most interest

for this type of media according to themselves (www.quickwise.com). Since flat screen TV is a

complicated product that need long process time LG Electronics makes a good decision using this

media type according to the theory. Whether high frequency generate sales is not clear.
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Trade press used by LG is Computer Sweden and popular press is different Plaza magazines. The

advantage with magazines is that it can present a large amount of information and is functional

when showing product details. Special target audiences can also be targeted with this media type.

(Parente, 2006; Percy, Rossiter, & Elliot, 2001) Using this mediachannel can be very effective if

targeting people in the stages of information search or evaluation of alternatives.

No apparent tactics can be identified from table 6.1 above. However it is evident that provincial

press is used most months throughout the year. Since there are no months when circumstances

were similar it is hard to predict how different media channelmixes affect the sales. One possible

correlation can be derived from the June and August figures though. This is that when the price

level goes up compared to competitors using popular press, tradepress and provincial press seems

to be quite effective. Reasonable would be that LG would lose market shares when the price go

up but still they are able to keep or even increase market shares. Itis possible that the ad design is

a factor as LG ad 12 was used both months.

6.1.2. LG Electronics - Communication Design  

When looking at all of LG Electronics bigger size ads for flat screen TVs during 2006 there is no

clear creative theme, attribute or execution format. However the visual identity of LG Electronics

is evident, all ads except one has the color bar at the bottom and most ads consist of a picture on

the upper half and the copy at the bottom half.

Generally it can be said that LG focus much on technology of theproduct in the copy and that

product centered ads where the product features are talked about (Moriarty, 1991). This is

alligned with guidelines for Europe stating that an emotional approach is preferred. Further it is

also technical superiority that is marketed in the ads. This reinforces Traynor (2003) statement

that most high technology firms market with this aspect. However an exception from product

focus can be observed in ad number 12 and 15 where convenience and people are the focal point.

Generally three different type of ads can be observed from table 6.2where LG ads are presented.

The first type is prospect centered ad such as ad 12 and 15 where comfort and convenience are

the rational attribute and family emotional attributes (Moriarty 1991). The execution format

builds a mood and a fantasy around the usage of the product (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994). These

two ads are also more colorful than the ads featuring Thomas Ravelli and the�Vem behöver 

lössnö �� ad.
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The second type of advertisement used by LG is seen in ad number 11,13, and 14. These ads use

a sport profile as a spokes person (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003). The creative strategy is

product centered and uses both rational and emotional approach. The attributes are identification

and thriftiness. (Moriarty 1991)

The third type of ad is seen in ad 10 and 16 is characterized by having the product in the center

and also using humor. The technology behind the product is focused on in the text and the images

are quite colorful but not as�bright� as ad 12 and 15. (Moriarty 1991) For the image a fantasy is

created with a lot of humor around how the product might be used (Kotler& Armstrong, 1994).

See table 6.2 for LG Electronics ad number 10 to 16 creative strategies, creative theme, attributes,

and execution formats. In pictures 5.1 to 5.7 the actual ad design can be seen.

Table 6.2: LG Electronic advertisement design evaluation according to theories about creative 
strategy, creative theme, attribute, and execution formats.  

From table 6.1 it can be observed that some LG ad designs seemed tohave a positive effect on the

sales while other ad designs appear to not at all work. As there is many factors which contributing

it is more unclear some months if it actually is the ad that gives eitherpositive or negative effect.

The good results in April, May, June relatively the circumstancesindicates that LG Electronics ad

13 and 14 were successful. This was the ad when the Swedish footballlegend Thomas Ravelli

was used as a spokes person. The ads do not look anything like other ads for flat TV used during
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2006. Further it is also a sales promotion campaign with the unique offer is that customers can

win back the money spent on a TV if Sweden goes to the final in the WorldChampionships.

Ads that are hard to evaluate is ads 10, 11, and 16 since they are used only one month each and

therefore the effect of the ad is hard to evaluate.

If comparing ads both used in September under similar conditionsby different competitors this

might give indications on good respectively bad advertisements. LG ad 12 and15 had the same

amount of media space, only slightly lower prices and similar media channels mix as Samsung

had the same month. Samsung used two ads but mainly ad number 13,�Tänk dig ett nytt 

vardagsrum��. Samsung wining market shares wile LG only stays at the same levelindicates

that ad 12, 15 or both is not very good. Since both these ads are similar the conclusion is that

prospect centered ads with a narcissistic approach encouragingpeople to think of what the

product can do for them might not be the optimal ad design for LG Electronics in Sweden.

 

6.1.3. LG Electronics - Target Audience 

Decision Process 

Depending on what is communicated in the ad it might have more effectin some decision stages.

As an example, ad number 12 and 15 focus on new functions that might create a need in the

observer, thus the need recognition stage. Ads 10, 11, and 16 on the other hand focus more on the

technology in the product which can be good if the customer is in its evaluation of alternative

stages. The last type of ad represented in ad 13 and 14 that is a kindof sales promotion is

probably most effective on people are making their purchase decision right then. (Wells, Burnett

& Moriarty, 2003)

Demographics 

LG Electronics uses Computer Sweden and different Plaza magazines in their media mix. This

indicates that LG target those with a technology interested and thosewho appreciate good design.

Looking at the communication design, for LG ad 11, 13, 14 and 15 the company seems to be

intended for those who have a big sport interest in ice hockey, footballor downhill skiing. (Wells,

Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

If the design appreciating and technology interested people are won over they can be very good

promoters for the brand. The technology interested people might workas reference group giving

people with less knowledge advice and guidance. The other group, design interested, is possibly
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also a reference group that work as means of comparison for people who want look up to their

taste or sense of style. Hence, these people affect the decision process for someone else. (Kotler

& Keller, 2006; Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty, 2003)

Risk  

It is not always evident what type of risk different advertisements reduce. Ad number 10 as an

example might reduce social and technology risk. The technology risk since it claims to be the

best plasma TV and social since the picture shows how many wants thetelevision. The�Pausa 

TVn�� also reduces technology risk as an external part has insured the quality (EISA-awarded

TV). In the same ad the also promote how you never will miss a program because of any given

factor. This might be conceived as a psychological risk reducing factor. (Tanawat & Audhesh,

2006) 

Product Life Cycle 

It is hard to decide if LG Electronics ads mostly promote the technology or customer benefits.

However they talk about the technology to a larger extent than the competitors and therefore turn

more to the early adopters. However ad 12 and 15 differs from this and these mainly focus on

customer benefit, targeting early majority. (Reddy, 1997; Rosen, Schroeder & Purinton, 1998)

6.2. Panasonic Communication 

The competitors Panasonic is fluctuating much in price, market shares and as well as advertising.

The top note for Panasonics media space purchases can be seen in June and October when

approximately 2.5 millions is spent. For the whole year Panasonic was the third largest spender

on media space with 10% compare to LG�s 6 %. Panasonics market shares is not very stable since

they changed from nearly 4 % to 9.5 % in just three months.
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Panasionic - Market Share units vs. Media Space Costs
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Figure 6.2: Market shares versus Media space share forPanasonic throughout 2006.  

 

January 

In January Panasonic had 5 % of market shares amongst the competitors.They spent next to

nothing in media and their prices were clearly the highest in the smaller 31-21 inch segment and

in the 40-43 size range the prize level was very close to competitors but not one of the cheapest

ones.

February 

In February the company remains with approximately 4% of total market. Some marketing is

done giving them a media space share of 7 %, mostly spent in morning press. The prices remain

high in the smaller segment and are still average in the larger segment. Explanations for this

might be that Panasonics has a loyal customer base, or that the advertising in morning papers was

effective.

March 

This month Panasonic drop the prices dramatically in the 31-32 size range, giving Panasonic the

lowest price with a margin larger than 1000 SEK. Remarkably it isnot Panasonics smaller sizes

televisions that accumulate sales instead televisions in the size range 40-43 inches increased

almost 10 % in market shares. This at the same time as Panasonic has1 % share of media space.

If looking at the data available here there is no apparent reason forthe 3 % gain in market shares

and sales of 40-43 inch TVs.

April 

The low price continues throughout April and the market shares continue to grow. This is the

month where Panasonic peak in market shares at 10%. The advertisingin media like magazines,
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newspapers, outdoor, television or radio is non-existent during this month. Also this month

Panasonic accumulate most of its sales from the bigger segment despite the very low price level

in the smaller segment.

May 

After Panasonics sales peak in April the market shares start todrop when prices are raised to

competitor levels. The loss of market shares is done in both the segments but mostly in the larger

segment since the market shares were remarkably high the previousmonth. Despite media

purchases for approximately 300 thousand SEK and a media share of 2% it does not help them

much. The ad used during this period is the�Som att vara med� ad. Panasonic used evening press 

for the majority of their marketing this month.

June 

The market shares continued to decrease this month despite having the second most media space

spending 2.4 millions SEK. The competition was hard because of the world championships this

month and only ones to lose market shares were Panasonic and Sony. The only ad bigger than

half page used was the same as the previous month,�Som att vara med�. Panasonic had the 

highest price level in the 31-32 inch segment and a low price in the 40-43 inch segment. The

media channel use was divided mostly between morning papers and evening press, only 2

percentages was spent at popular press. The results this month can not be considered good with

regard to the level of advertising. As the results were not good the month before either one

conclusion could be that the ad design was not successful.

July  

Market shares are not changing much from the previous month only slightly decreasing. The price

level is very high in the 31-32 inch segment and average in the 40-43 inchsegment. Their share

of media space is 18 % which means having the third most media space.As much as 91 % of the

expenditures are spent popular press.

August 

This month Panasonic increase 4 percentages in market shares, prices being on a high level for

the smaller segment and a very low level for the bigger size range. Panasonics 40-43 inch

televisions has a average price lying approximately 1000 SEK under LG�s price and around 3000 

SEK under Sony and Samsungs prices. And this show in the sales figures, 40-43 inch Panasonic

televisions go from 13 % of total market to 34 %. The share of media space is 17% and this is to a

large part spent in provincial press and also in poplar press. The ad used is the same as in the

early summer months, the�Som att vara med� ad. The accumulated sales are most probably an

outcome of the price level.
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September 

In September the market share go down to the same level as the month before the big price drop,

approximately 4 %. A contributing factor is that the price levelis raised to a high level compared

to the competitors. The loss in sales is mainly made in the largersegment. Also the media space

share is low at 3%, spending 71 thousand SEK at media space.

October 

This month a new campaign with three new ads, referring to known movies, is introduced and the

sales also go up approximately 2 percentage units. Panasonic spends almost 2.5 millions SEK and

the share of media space is 17 %. Channels used are morning papers to 47%, evening press to

38%, provincial press to 9 %, and popular press to 6%.

November 

In November market shares continue to increase to some extent usingthe same three ads.

Panasonic have 10% of the media space spending 2 millions SEK. For media channel selection

also television commercials are used but in combination with evening press, morning press,

popular press, and provincial press. The price level is at a low level in both size segments

compared to competitors.

December

During this month approximately 670 thousand SEK is spent in mediabut the share of media

space is only 5% due to the hard competition this month. The price level is at an average level for

the smaller segment and at a low level for the larger size segment. Media channels used is mostly

evening press and morning press, only 4 % is spent in provincial press.

The market shares go down this month but not more than 1 % and this is to alarge extent in the

smaller segment were Panasonic loses 3 % of the total market compared to the month before.

Gaining 10% in the same segment is Samsung.
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Table 6.3: An overview of how Panasonic market shares, sales value, media space share, media 

space costs, media channels, advertisements and price levels changes over time.  

6.2.1. Panasonic � Media Channels  

Like LG also Panasonic uses provincial press through out the year with a few exceptions.

Provincial press is even the main media channel three months. Itcan also be seen that provincial

press is the main media channels the months when Panasonic has very low prices. The fact that

Panasonic increase approximately 3 % in market shares the months with very low price and

advertising in provincial press suggest that this is a good media channel for the circumstances.

Other trend that can be observed from Panasonics media channel choices is that morning papers

and evening press is used to a large extent during the months salesare expected to go up on the

market. Evening press used by Panasonic are the same as for LG andspecific morning papers

used is Göteborgs Posten, Metro, and Svenska Dagbladet. 

Provincial press, morning press and evening press are all different kinds of newspapers that are

used. Provincial press gives high frequency for a relatively small amount of money. Morning and

evening press however gives a large spread. Newspapers are effective at producing high frequent

and give the reader long process time of message. (Copley, 2004; Percy, Rossiter, & Elliot, 2001)

Adding to this Swedes shows the most interest for this type of media(www.quickwise.com).

Using newspapers is a good choice according to the theory but if provincial, morning or evening

press is the most effective can not be said.

Television commercial is another channel used by Panasonic. This channel is used in November

and comparing it to October when the channels are the same with TVas an exception market

share growth is better in October despite lower prices in November. Hence, advertising in
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television is not cost effective but it must also count in that the share of media space is lower in

November. Television commercials give a good coverage and are effective at delivering a strong

brand identity. But the media channel is also cluttered and expensive and gives a short process

time. (Copley, 2004; Fill, 1995; Parente, 2006; Percy, Rossiter, & Elliot, 2001) Reasons for

market share loss in November might be that Panasonic does not havea brand identity strong

enough for network commercials and that Swedes are not positive tothis media channel.

Little popular press was used and the magazine used was mostly Nöjesguiden. Interestingly no

trade press at all was used. Not using magazines as a media channelis a bad choice by Panasonic.

Magazines give the opportunity to present the products with a lot of information. Flat screen

televisions are costly and complicated product which leads customers to search for information

before purchase.

6.2.2. Panasonic - Communication Design  

Panasonic uses only prospect centered advertisements which focus on customer needs. They try

to appeal to the emotional side of consumers using excitement andinvolvement or pleasure as

attributes. Panasonic used only two different types of advertisements, one referring to football and

the other using movie references. Common features for Panasonics ads are white text on a black

background and Panasonic logo in the lower right corner. (Moriarty, 1991)

See table 6.4 for Panasonics ads creative strategies, creative theme, attributes, and execution

formats. In pictures 5.8 to 5.11 the actual ad design can be seen.
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Table 6.4: Panasonics advertisement design evaluation according to theories about creative 

strategy, creative theme, attribute, and execution formats.  

If looking at the sales figures for the months when the different ads were used it is clear that ad

number 6,�Som att vara med� did not give a desired effect. Ad number 7 to 9 on the other hand

did not as bad results but they can not be said to be good results either as prices were lowered the

same months these ads were used.

6.2.3. Panasonic � Target Audience 

Decision Process

The three ads with movie references are probably most effective for creating linking or preference

to the brand and products also the other ad�Som att vara med� also appear to have the same goal. 

(Kotler, 2006) 

Demographics 

As Panasonics choice of popular press was mostly Nöjesguiden it seems as they are targeting 

people with a culture and movie interest. Also the ad design for three out of four print ads in 2006

reinforces that they turn to people appreciating watching movies. However there are many who

enjoy watching movies so this is a broad category. (Wells, Burnett& Moriarty, 2003)

Risk  
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Estimating risk factors that are reduced by Panasonic advertising it is only in Panasonic ad

number 6 such is found. In this ad the technology is talked about which might reduce technology

slightly. (Tanawat & Audhesh, 2006)

Product Life Cycle 

Panasonic uses prospect centered ads with an emotional approachwhich leans towards the

advances technology stage where an early majority is the customers.(Reddy, 1997; Rosen,

Schroeder & Purinton, 1998)

6.3. Philips Communication 

Philips is a more stable competitor with fewer fluctuations insales figures. However 2006 was

not a good year for Philips in the flat TV department. The company started off with 21 % of the

total market being the company with the most market shares. But the customer slowly decreased

and in December they had only 13 % of the total market, only the summer months were an

exception from the negative trend. As Philips was the second most preferred brand in the brand

awareness poll the results are remarkable. For changes in market share and media space purchases

see figure 6.3 and more information about prices, ads, and media channel choices by Philips see

table 6.5.

Philips - Market Shares vs. Media Space Costs
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Figure 6.3: Market shares versus Media space share for Philips throughout 2006.  

 

January  

The first month of the year Philips had their highest market share for the whole year and also the

highest market share out of the five top competitors. The media space share is at 6 % and
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advertising is mainly done outdoors. Prices are on an average level, however the prices are not

differing much this month so Philips are amongst the ones who have the lowest price level.

February 

This month Philips loose as much as 3.6 % market shares. This despite having a price level in the

40-43 inch size range much lower than competitors. Share of media is 4% and the half of the

media purchase goes to outdoor advertising and the rest to morning press and provincial press.

March 

This month market shares are only slightly increasing when the media expenditures are 980

thousand SEK giving a media share of 15%. Out of the money spent 66% goesto morning press,

27 % to evening press, and the rest to provincial press and outdoor advertising. The price level is

high in the smaller size segment and very low in the bigger size segment. Despite all the

marketing and the very low price Philips does not gain more market shares than 0.3 percentages.

Astonishingly Philips actually lose market shares in the 40-43 inch segment compared to the

month before.

April 

This month Philips further lowers the price on the 40-43 inch televisions and the 31-32 inch

segment is still at a high level. Philips advertises for 211 thousand SEK mainly in trade press but

the market shares does not change notably. However it is the bigger size televisions that gain

market shares this month. Possible reason for the absence of market share gain might be that trade

press alone is not a suitable media channel.

May 

The price in the 40-43 inch segment that has been very low compared to competitors the past few

months, but Philips now raises the price. The price for the largersizes is set on an average and the

smaller sizes remains on a high price level. Despite the price raise the market shares is almost the

same, even a very small increase can be observed. Philips spends 830 thousand SEK at its media

space and the ad�Världens enda TV med Ambilight� can be seen in press. They only have 5% of

the media space share so it is can e considered as a good result for the circumstances. The use of

media channels is evenly spread between morning press, popular press, and trade press.

June 

In June Philips continue to gain market shares slowly. Remarkableis that out of the five

competitors Philips was the only company to win market shares during this month. Since

competition was hard this month due to the world championshipsin football and they only had

5% of the media space shares. The ad used was again the�Världens enda TV med Ambilight� ad 

and media channels were mixed. An even distribution of money between morning papers,
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evening press, popular press and trade press was Philips choice for this month. Even though

almost a million were spent in media this must be considered a good result. As the result was

good the previous month as well this indicate that it is Philips ad number 10 that contribute to the

success.

July 

Philips remains strong in July, having 10 % of the media space and keeping an average price level

for both size ranges. Now Philips chooses to divide their expenditures evenly between outdoor

advertising, morning press, and provincial press.

August 

This month the company drops the prices in the smaller size range. The ad used is still the girl

painted as the Swedish flag and their share of media is the very high 26%. Media channels being

82 % trade press together with 14 % outdoor advertising. Despite theprice level lying way under

competitors and the ad that had worked well the months before Philips losess over 2% of the

market. According to the information here the reason for the big loss is bad choice of media

channels. A contributing factor might be that an ad that associateto the world championships.

September 

The market shares remains at the same level in September but muchdue to the fact that Philips

has an undoubtedly lower level for their average prize compared to competitors for both size

ranges. The reason why market shares do not increase as the conditions suggest might be due to

Philips small amount of advertising this month.

October 

Philips remains their very low level of marketing this month atthe same time as they increase

prices to competitor levels. This causes them to lose more than2 % of the market shares.

November 

In November Philips are amongst the more expensive in the smaller size range but having the

lowest price level in the larger segment. Compare to competitors this month little share of media

space goes to them despite that over half a million in expenditures.A new ad is introduced,

�Enkelhet är en knapp� and the channels used for this is morning papers, popular press, and trade

press.

December 

This month Philips spends one million on media space but only gets 8% of the media space. As

many months before the channel selection is mixed, evenly distributed between morning press,

evening press, popular press, and trade press. Despite this is thesame mix used in December the

market shares actually decrees if only slightly. The conclusionof this is that the ad was the
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problem since the circumstances were the same as for June when theadvertising seemed to have a

good effect.

Table 6.5: An overview of how Philips market shares, sales value, media space share, media 

space costs, media channels, advertisements and price levels changes over time.  

Another conclusion that can be found from the table above is that every month that Philips has a

share of media space lower than 5 % the market shares seems to be decreasing. The only

exception from this is September when average prices are very low..

 

6.3.1. Philips - Media Channels  

Philips uses outdoor advertising more than any other company, havinga campaign that runs

throughout the whole year. Outdoor advertising gives high reach for a relatively low cost. This

channel should be used as a support medium. (Fill, 1996) A disadvantage is also that only short

messages can be used (Copley, 2004). The results in October for Philips indicates that the theory

is right about outdoor advertising being used a support medium. Maybe it isso that short

messages are not enough to trigger sales. However the results from one month is not enough to

draw any conclusions about the media channel.

Also trade press is used much relatively competitors. Magazines like Affärsvärlden, Computer 

Sweden, M3, Restaurörens Nyheter, and Veckans Affärer. Magazines are as mentioned before

effective at presenting a large amount of information and showing product details. Special target

audiences can also be targeted with this media type. (Parente,2006; Percy, Rossiter, & Elliot,

2001) As discussed before the fact that magazines are good at showing product details and giving

a lot of information should be good for a product like flat screen TV. Philips is clearly targeting

people in occupations handling business issues, evident from the chosen trade press.
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Evening press on the other hand is used sparsely, morning papers are used more but still not every

month. Possibility for frequent use, long process time of message isadvantages, and a positive

interest for advertising in this media group (Copley, 2004; Percy, Rossiter, & Elliot, 2001;

www.quickwise.com). Since flat screen TV is a complicated product that need long process time

the conclusion is that this is a good media type according to the theory. Philips market shares

dropped drastically this year which suggest that they did not use the best media mix possible.

It seems like Philips expected to sell much in June and in December due to their choice of media

channels. Their tactics appears to be morning press, trade press and popular press one month

before and then morning press, evening press, popular press, and trade press the month when the

largest amount of sales is expected.

6.3.2. Philips � Communication Design 

Philips uses product centered ads that speak to the rational sideof people. See table 6.6 below.

For both ads that Philips used the product was prominently featured and symbols that could be

associated with the product was used, hence an iconology creative theme. The attributes were

aesthetics, luxury and sensory pleasure. (Moriarty, 1991) The composition of the ad is similar to

LG�s ad design with a picture on the upper half of the ad and the copy on the bottom half. The

picture is in both ads a television on a black background demonstrating how their special feature

the ambilight lights up the TV. See picture 5.12 and 5.13 for the ad designof Philips ad number

10 and 11.

Table 6.6: Philips advertisement design evaluation according to theories about creative strategy, 

creative theme, attribute, and execution formats.  
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The result of the ads can be derived from table 6.5 where it is evident that Philips was the brand

to gain market shares during the months before and during the World Championships in Football.

During this time ad 10,�Världens enda TV��was used. This ad seems to have worked well

during these months but when it is used in august when the World Championships already had

been played the results were not as positive. Ad 11 on the other hand is used November and

December when Philips lose market shares so this ad does not give a good result but not a very

bad either. However it can be said that Philips failed with theirmarketing overall but this is not

only due to the ad design.

6.3.3. Philips � Target Audience 

Decision Process

This type of ad is probably most suitable for people in the information search stage as it promote

a certain feature specific for the brand (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003).

Demographics 

Philips use media channels such as Affärsvärlden, Computer Sweden, M3, Restaurörens Nyheter, 

and Veckans Affärer. These channels indicate that Philips turn to people with occupations within

technology and business. It might be so that the people who read these magazines mostly are

people who work in high positions giving them a high income. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

Risk  

In Philips ads the technology is sparsely talked about, time saving factors are not mentioned,

physical performance neither. However the ad takes up the experience which might be perceived

as a psychological risk reducing factor for some. (Tanawat & Audhesh, 2006)

Product Life Cycle 

The ad design of the two ads used feature a TV in close-up and the copytalking about the

experience of watching a television. This shows that Philipsuses communication suitable for

technology in advanced stage and early majority consumers. (Reddy, 1997; Rosen, Schroeder &

Purinton, 1998)

6.4. Samsung Communication 

This is the competitor who had the best sales figures, the most popular models, largest amount of

different ads printed in half page format or bigger. But this also meant that Samsung had the

largest expenditures for media space purchases. It might look like hardly any media space was
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bought January to March and July to September (See figure 6.4.) butlooking at the right side y-

axis one can see that the scale is large with expenditures up to 9 million SEK for one month.

However Samsungs media space expenditures were low the four first months as well as July to

September relatively the other months.

Samsung - Market Share Units vs. Media Space Costs
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Figure 6.4: Market shares versus Media space share for Samsungs throughout 2006.  

 

January 

This month Samsung has 19 % of the total market shares on the flat TV market and 16 % of

media space amongst the top five competitors. But they also have alowest price level in the 31-

32 inch segment. The ad used this month is mainly the�Tänk dig att människans bästa vän�� ad

distributed in popular press, evening press and provincial press.

February  

Samsung continues to have the lowest price level in the small size segment this month. Also the

ad was the same and the channels used to bring forward the advertisement is mainly provincial

press but also popular press and morning papers. The media space share was 11% and this

combination seems to be working for Samsung since they gain over three percentage units of total

market. One must remember that the sales this month were relatively low so smaller quantity gain

giver larger market share increase than other months.

March 

Samsung stay put at the same 22% of total market despite factors that normally would lower the

market shares. Prices are increased to a high price level for both size segments and the share of

media space is at low 3 %. But it might be so that the relatively high media expenditures at 162
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thousand SEK, and the ad�Tänk dig att människans bästa vän�� in combination with 44%

provincial press, 30% outdoor, 20% popular press, and a little bit of television commercials

counter act this. But as the past three months has gone well for the circumstances and channels

mix has differed so it seems like Samsung ad number 8 has affectedthe sales in a positive matter.

April 

This month the price level is lowered and is now on an average level. Alot of money is spent on

advertising giving Samsung 43% of the media space. Despite this Samsung remains on the same

level as the months before. The reasons for the rather unsuccessful marketing might be the new

ads�Föreställ dig resan från vision�� and the�Föreställ dig fulländningen� that are introduced

and that as much as 75% is put in one media channel, morning press.

 May 

In May Samsung starts to lose market shares and this despite that over 3.7 millions SEK is spent

on advertising and further lowered price level in the 31-32 inch segment. However Samsung is

still using the same ads as the month before when sales weren�t as positive as what would be 

expected. A combination of different media channels is used, morning press being the main

channel.

 

 

June  

Samsung remains at the same price level and almost 9 millions arespent on media space

purchases. With this major expenditure Samsung stands for almost 60% of the media space

amongst the five competitors. All this suggest that market shareswould increase with a

significant amount, but market shares are only sustain at the same 18% as the month before.

Possible reasons for this might be bad ad design, unsuccessful media channels or both. The media

channels chosen were television where over half the amount was spent, morning press, provincial

press, outdoor advertising, popular press and radio were other media channels. The printed ads

used during the month were�Föreställ dig fulländningen� and the�Tänk dig att fatta viktiga 

beslut��ads.  

July  

In July the market shares continued to drop despite a low price level in both size ranges and 30%

of the media space. The media channels were changed from the previous month to mostly popular

press but also morning and provincial papers. The�Föreställ dig fulländningen� ad was still used

tough together with the new�Lyxvistelse på köpet� campaign. 

August 
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Another percentage unit of total market was lost by Samsung this month.This is partly because of

raised prices level in the 40-43 inch segment as it can be seen intable 5.5. Ad number 10,

�Föreställ dig fulländningen�, is still used which can be a contributing factor. The results the past

four months when this ad was used points to that the advertisement design is not optimal.

September  

This month the negative trend is turned around when Samsung gain 3.5% market shares having

an average price level. This result is accomplishes with 28% out ofthe total media space between

the competitors, media channels being mostly morning press but also popular press and provincial

press. Ads used were ad number 10 and 13. Number 10 is the same ad that hadbeen used since

April but it is mostly the new ad�Tänk dig ett nytt vardagsrum...� that is used. Hence this further

reinforces that ad number 10 is not optimal.

Interesting is that LG had almost the same circumstances as Samsung this month, exactly the

same share of media space and same price levels. The outcome is thatSamsung increase their

market shares while LG stays at the same level.

October  

Samsung continues to increase and gain another 4.8 market share percentages, even with average

price levels. Earning the increase Samsung advertise for 7.8 millions SEK which gives 55% of the

media space. Channels they used are television, morning papers, and some popular press. The

print ads used are the ads�Tänk dig ett nytt vardagsrum...� and�Föreställ dig bildkvalitet som��

November  

The market shares continue to increase this month with over three percentages. The advertising in

television continues and this drags up the media space expenditures to6.6 millions. Besides

television commercials a large part of the money is spent in morning press. Samsung continued

with �Föreställ dig bildkvalitet som�� ad introduced the previous month. Similar conditions as

those in November occurred in June when Samsung lost market sharessuggest it is ad number 14

that works well here, however one can not be sure since the distribution between media is not

quite the same and if the television commercial was the same is notknown either.

December 

This month the prices are lowered so that Samsung are amongst the brands with the lowest price

level. The share of media is very high as media expenditures go up to 8.5 millions. All the media

channels are used but the most part is put in television, evening press, morning papers, radio, and

popular press. The ads used are�Föreställ dig bildkvalitet som��, �Tänk dig att fatta viktiga 

beslut��, and �Tänk dig en vistelse på en lyxresort�� ad. Gaining 2 % of total market this

month when sales were record high meant an increase of 145 millions insales for Samsung.
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Table 6.7: An overview of how Samsung market shares, sales value, media space share, media 

space costs, media channels, advertisements and price levels changes over time.  

6.4.1. Samsung - Media Channels 

Generally it can be said about Samsungs media channels that hardly any trade press is used and

also radio, evening press and outdoor advertising is sparse. Popular press and provincial press are

more common in Samsungs advertising and also morning papers.

Samsung seems to have a special technique for choosing and changing their media channels mix

depending on expected peaks in the demand. Trends that can be observed is that the special

interest magazines are used throughout the whole year, compared to the lifestyle magazines

which are used only in May, June, July and October, November, December.

Hence, Samsung start in time using lifestyle magazines the months before and throughout the

months when sales are expected. Samsung also seems to be using many different media channels

during the months when demand is expected to be high. Especially radio advertising is specific

for the top sales months.

The theory says that magazines are good for presenting large amounts of information as the

process time is long. (Fill, 1995; Percy, Rossiter & Elliott, 2001) This is good in the information

search stage. During the months with high demand Samsung uses radio that reminds consumers to

act. This is an appropriate approach as this is when most people act upon their purchasing plans.

(Parente, 2006)
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A specific paper used in the months between expected sales is Metro which is used only April and

May as well as September and October. Samsung also seems to advertise in provincial press most

months. As an example both May and September were good months despite relatively low media

expenditures and average or high prize levels. Swedes themselves say that this is the media

channel where they show the most interest for ads (www.quickwise.com). Further newspapers

have long process time of message, and the potential for frequent usage (Copley, 2004; Percy,

Rossiter & Elliott, 2001). Samsungs marketing had effect during 2006 so this media channel also

used by LG and Panasonic to a large extent might be a contributingfactor.

Seen from the table 6.7 these months the both provincial press andpopular press was a large part

of the purchased media space. This combination seems to be working well when prices are raised

and media spending at a relatively low level.

6.4.2. Samsung - Communication Design  

Samsung used product centered ads the first half of the year and a prospect centered ads the

second half of the year. The approach used by them was always rational however (Moriarty,

1991). See table 6.8 for a summary of Samsung ads creative strategies, creative theme, attributes,

and execution formats. The creative theme was idolatry as the product had the focal point of

attention with little references (Davies, 1992). A lot of salespromotion was used during the

second half of the year which is why the creative theme could not be categorized. Common

attributes in Samsung ads were; aesthetics, comfort, luxury, sensory pleasure, and acquisitiveness.

Aesthetics since some ads focused much on the design, comfort and luxury because this could be

won when a television was purchased, sensory pleasure and acquisitiveness was attributes when

lifestyle pictures were used. (Moriarty, 1991) To see actual addesign of Samsung ads 8 to 15

look at pictures 5.14 to 5.21.
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Table 6.8: Samsung advertisement design evaluation according to theories about creative 

strategy, creative theme, attribute, and execution formats.  

When looking at the summarized data in table 6.7 it implies that Samsung ad 9 and 10 was not

very efficient. This conclusion comes from April and May when themedia expenditures are very

high going op to 3.7 millions and price level lowered from the month before and despite this the

market shares stays the same and even decrease. The rather unsuccessful ad design features the

profile of a Samsung television on a black background. The headlineand copy encourages the

observer to think about the design as they inform tell about the inspiration behind the product.

More successful ads by Samsungs were ad number 8 and 13. These ads are called �Tänk dig att 

människans bästa vän�� and �Tänk dig ett nytt vardagsrum��. Ad 8 used a dog in a television

referring to the television as a mans best friend. Scientific evidence in form of external expertise

is also talked about in the ad as the television was chosen for an EISA-award. Ad number 13 is a

sales promotion campaign which encourages consumers to go to the store. Furniture for a new

living room can be won and this is presented in a lifestyle picture including a television.

Over all it can be said that Samsung achieved much during 2006 asthey went from 14.5 % of

total market to 23.3 % of the market, but they also spent a lot n their advertising. Besides

February, March, and April Samsung earn the most of the market September and forward. Other

ads despite the�Tänk dig ett nytt vardagsrum�� ad used the second half of the year was ad 14,

15 and 12. All of these ads were prospect centered and used attributes like comfort, luxury and

aesthetics. This is pretty much the opposite to the kind of ads thatworked well for LG. This might

be due to the ads being competitions where something could be won, the remarkably high
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marketing investments or that this type of ad work better for Samsung. Maybe it is so that

Samsung is associated with this type of values.

6.4.3. Samsung - Target Audience 

Decision Process

When it comes to the ad design it differs quite much, the later halfof the year many sales

campaigns are used therefore probably affecting people in the purchase decision stage. The two

ads number 8 and 14 however are certified by an EISA award can be assumed to be effective

when an evaluation of alternatives is done by the consumer. It isharder to find the stage n the

decision process when ad 9 and 10 would affect. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003) 

Demographics 

Printed media channels Samsung used to a large extent is morning and evening press as well as

lifestyle magazines. Morning press like Dagens Industri and other press like Att:ention Business

and Pleasure and Computer Sweden shows that Samsung has an interest in attracting people who

read business and economic papers. Popular press such as Hus & Hem, Family Living, Residence,

and Sköna Hem show that those with an interest in their homes are a target group. Samsungs ad 

design often consists of lifestyle pictures, taken in trendy environments. This tell us that the

company want to attract the people who think the interior design of their home is important, but

also those who want to identify themselves with these kinds of people. Usage of lifestyle

magazines as KING and Café indicates that also guys interested in fashion are an interest group.

Hence, Samsung targets quite a few different groups of people. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty,

2003)

Risk  

Samsung reduces technology risk in their ad number 8 and 14 as the televisions were rewarded

with EISA Best Product Award and Best Innovation award. Otherwisethere are no risk reducing

communication that stands out in the Samsung advertisements. (Tanawat & Audhesh, 2006)

Product Life Cycle 

Samsung marketing communication focuses much on design and picturequality, the customer

being in focus even though technology is mentioned. This indicates that Samsung targets an early

majority, as the communication focus on customer benefit. (Reddy,1997; Rosen, Schroeder &

Purinton, 1998)
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6.5. Sony Communication 

Sony was the company to spend the second most money on their media space during 2006. Sony

has a market share around 7%, this share of the market fluctuate verylittle. Their prices are

higher than the competitors, the difference being quite big for larger sizes while prize differences

for the smaller sizes are not as clear. Only two different print advertisements were used

throughout the year but television commercials were used too. The media expenditures by Sony

seem to have an effect on the sales as seen in figure 6.5, when expenditures increase so does sales.

Sony - Market Share Units vs. Media Space Costs
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Figure 6.5: Market shares versus Media space share for Sony throughout 2006.  

 

January  

Sony spent 147 thousand this month when advertising from the competitors was sparse, all Sony

advertising was done in morning press.

February  

Sony�s market shares remained at the same level, this despite having raised the price level in the 

40-43 inch segment to a very high level compared to the other. But Sony also spent almost one

million on media space purchases giving them 62 % of the media space. According to the market

shares for the different size ranges one can see that Sony loses 3.5 % of total market in the larger

size range but at the same time gain the same amount in the small size range. The media channels

used under this period is all the different printed press of which 51% is put on morning papers.

The ad used is Sony ad number 2,�Vi önskar mer färger �. 
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March 

This month Sony raises the price level in the smaller size segment and lowers it in the larger size

segment. and also the media space purchases, spending over five millions mostly on an outdoor

campaign. The outcome of this is increase in market shares smaller than 1 % though. Due to the

large amount spent on media space a bigger increase in market shares could be expected. The

reason for this might be the ad design of the�Vi önskar färger�� ad or maybe it is the channel 

mix consisting of 77 % outdoor advertising, 11% popular press, 8% morning press, and also some

trade press and provincial press. 

April

Sony further increases the price level in April. The prices are very high and high price level for

the small respectively the large size segment. Almost the same marketing is used as for February,

outdoor marketing being the main media channel and the same�Vi önskar färger� ad used. Less

money is spent on marketing though and not very surprisingly the market shares drop, 1.4

percentage units.

May  

Sony remains with its market shares this month increasing onlyan insignificant amount in market

shares. The price level for the 31-32 inch televisions go down but in the other segment a very

high price level is held. They have over 57% of the media space share as they spend almost a

million. This is quit bad result for one million SEK since they still had an average price level in

the smaller sizes. Reason for this is most probably that advertising in television is gives little

value for the money as the Swedes attitude towards TV-commercials also would confirm.

June  

Not much happens this month as the advertising stays the same; almost the same media is used,

the same print ad, the same price levels, only less money is spent.And these results in that the

market shares as well do not differ from the previous month.

July  

This month Sony drops all marketing and lower the prices level on the 31-32 inch televisions

below all competitor price levels. It is probably the price dropthat enables Sony to remain market

shares since it is 31-32 inch television which sells the most this month, however also 40-43 inch

televisions are sold despite the very high price. This lead to theconclusion that it is other sizes

Sony lose market shares on.

August  

This month Sony continues with the low level of marketing only spending 24 000 SEK. All this is

spent in provincial press and no more than that seems to be neededfor Sony to keep their market
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shares, partly due to the lowered price in the 40-43 inch segment which gives a bit more market

shares in this segment which ways up the loss in the 31-32 inch segment.

September 

Sony chose to raise the price in the small size segment so that theyhave the highest price level

this month. In the larger price level the price is lowered but thecompetitors drops their prices

more so Sony is considered to have a very high price level. Sony has 19% of the media share this

period and this is spent in morning press and evening press mainly. The market a shares remains

stable and not much happens for Sony�s ever since April. The mix morning, evening and

provincial press seems to be working rather well since the marketshare don�t drop despite prices 

much higher than competitors.

October 

In October Sony cut down on the media expenditure spending the most inprovincial press and

morning press. The price level compared to competitors is now very high for both size ranges.

The mix of morning papers and provincial press this month also seems to be working acceptable

since market shares are not lost.

November  

Sony introduces a new ad this month the�Color like no other� ad. Besides this ad also a

television commercial is used, for which 91 % of the 8.5 millions SEK is used. The prices remain

at a very high level this month and the market shares do not change notably despite the large

marketing investment. The large investments done May, June as well as November all point to

that television commercials aren�t cost effective at all at least when accumulating sales is the 

objective.

December 

This month Sony loses almost 1 percentage units of the total amountof televisions sold this

month. Sony spent 1.5 millions on media space purchases but got only 12 % ofthe media share.

The money was spent in cinema advertising, TV- commercials, and also some in evening press,

provincial press, morning press, and trade press. What the reasonfor the loss in market shares is

not clear but ad design might be one factor as the previous month was not successful either,

another reason could be the channel mix. The influence of the high pricelevel is not as likely to

be an issue since the price level was higher the previous month.
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Table 6.9: An overview of how Sony market shares, sales value, media space share, media space 

costs, media channels, advertisements and price levels changes over time.  

6.5.1. Sony - Media Channels  

Sony was the company to spend the second most money on media space. Advertising in TV was

used to a large extent. Only 22% of the Swedes are positive towardsadvertising in this media

channel (www.quickwise.com). In this media channel the processtime of the message is short,

there is much cluttered, and the channel is also expensive (Copley 2004; Fill 1995). However this

media is good at delivering a strong brand identity (Parente, 2006). Sony is the most known and

preferred brand in the flat screen television market, with highprices and small but stable amount

of total market.

Besides advertising in TV and print also some outdoor advertising and cinema advertising was

used. Outdoor advertising is according to Fill (2006) to be used as a support media. Sony

however uses it as the main media March and April. The market shares drop in April but not in

March. Despite small fluctuations in market shares the other months Sony loses 1.4 percentage

units in April. This is the worst month counted in market share drop. If the theory is adaptable on

a company and high technology products is hard to say due to the many affecting factors.

Commonly used print media was morning press, provincial press and evening press. Provincial

press was used throughout the whole year more or less, in august this channel is used alone. The

results of this is not bad because the media space share is only 3%, spending only 24 000 SEK,

and the result of this is a very small increase in market shares. How morning press and evening

press worked is harder since too many parameters influence. Also for this competitor newspapers

have a positive effect on sales.
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If Sony has a strategy for choosing their media channel, this is notevident from table 6.9. The

only trend that can be observed is that advertising through TV is used the months when high

demand was expected.

6.5.2. Sony - Communication Design  

Sony used only two different print ads bigger than half page during2006. See table 6.10 for a

summary of ad design. In both these ads the message is clear; Sony wants to be associated as the

brand with the purest colors. It is clear that Sony ads differ muchfrom the competitors in the

visual aspect. The ads were prospect centered as on part of the television or a small television

color taking the focus (Moriarty, 1991). These ads can be classified as iconology ads since they

use colors as a symbol for Sony televisions (Davies, 1992).

Table 6.10: Sony advertisement design evaluation according to theories about creative strategy, 

creative theme, attribute, and execution formats.  

From the information in table 6.9 it can not be said that one ad is better than the other. The market

shares change insignificant amounts for Sony and maybe this is their objective as well. They have

the highest preference out of all the competitors and they can also keep high prices relatively the

other without loosing market shares. Therefore it is also hard to evaluate their advertising but

over all it can be said that Sony results was not good since the lost 2% of the total market.

6.5.3. Sony - Target Audience 

Decision Process
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When looking at what stage in the decision process the ads might have the best effect there is not

really any stage that fits. But in the hierarchy-of-effect model the appropriate stages might be

linking ore preference stage. In the linking stage the objective is to make the target audience like

the brand and in the preference stage the objective is to make the observer prefer the brand.

(Kotler & Keller, 2006)

Demographics 

Sony uses a lot of morning press, evening press and to some extent magazines like Plaza Kvinna,

Amelia, Damernas Värld, Café, King, Gadgets, Recidence, Sköna Hem, Vi i Villan. Other press 

used is Att:ention Business and Pleasure, M3 Maxi Mobile Magazine, and Computer Sweden.

The lifestyle magazines used turn to women in a quite large age group,younger men, or interior

design interested people. This combined with the business press gives Sony a wide target

audience. (Wells, Burnett & Moriarty, 2003)

Risk  

How the Sony ads would reduce risk is hard to evaluate but reducing social risk might be the

objective for Sony. This conclusion is derived from that the brand andthe connection to rich color

are prominently featured. Owning a know brand that in addition is connected with a known

message gives the consumer social acceptance. (Tanawat & Audhesh,2006)

Product Life Cycle 

From the ad design it can be derived that they target the early majority since the customer benefit

is more in focus than the technology (Reddy, 1997; Rosen, Schroeder & Purinton, 1998).
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7. Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter the findings of the thesis the findings from the study will be presented and 

discussed according to the theories. The four research questions; who do companies 

communicate with, what communication design is use, how the message deliverad, and which 

correlations are there between sales, target audience, media channels, and communication 

design.  

7.1. Target Audience  

Decision Process

Triggering the first stage, need recognition, in the decision process are; LG ads number 12 and 15.

In the information search stage ad like Philips ads 10 and 11. In thefollowing stage evaluation of

alternatives LG and Samsung are the only companies to use such ads, LGads number 10, 11,

and 16 are of this type as well as Samsung ads 8 and 14. The purchase decision stage in its turn is

represented by Samsung ads 13 and 14.

Panasonic and Sony ads are harder to place in the decision processbut in the hierarchy-of-effect

model is mose useful. Both Sony ads as well as both Panasonic ads probably most effective in the

linking or preferens stage. It is evident that Samsung and LG are theonly companies that work

with guiding the consumer trough the buying process as the inegrated marketing theory suggest.

Demographics 

Common for all competitors except Sony is that they all target people who are interested in

watching football during the early summer months, this because of the world championships in

football. Besides the months prior to the championships only LG target those with interest in

other sports like ice hockey and downhill skiing. Panasonic on the otherhand has target people

who have a movie interest. They are the company with the clearesttarget audience as they only

promoted towards the groups of people either interested in football or movies. Samsung is the

company that focuses most on design as it is promoted in copy and lifestyle pictures.

Risk  

It is not always evident what type of risk different advertisementsreduce. Ads that might reduce

technologyrisk are LG ad 10 and 12, Panasonic ad 6, and finally Samsung ads number 8 and 14.

Social risk is another type of risk is social risk, also this risk is reduced by LG ad 10 and both

Sony ads. Psychological risk reducing factors migt be one riskreduces when ads promote

convenience or watching experience, LG ad 12 and both Philips ads areof this type.
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Product Life Cycle 

All of the competitors except LG Electronics are targeting people who are in the early majority as

customer benefit being promoted more than the technology. LG Electronics on the other hand

focus more on the technology than the competitors in most ads. They are therefore targeting early

adopters except in two of the ads 12 and 15 were customer benefit is the focus.

7.2. Message Design 

Looking at all the different ads used by the five different competitors under 2006 many ads are

structured in the same way. The top half has a lifestyle picture or apicture with the product in

focus often including people and the bottom half of the advertisement consisting of a copy on a

white, gray or black background. Commonly uphold in the copy is the watching experience,

picture quality, technology advantages, or product features. Sonyand to some extent also

Panasonic are differing from this model. Sony and Panasonic differin that they have more whole

picture ads where a major color is black.

Creative Strategy 

Philips is the only company to use a product centered approach aloe. LGElectronics uses that

mostly use a product centered approach, with two exceptions. Also Samsung uses both product

and prospect centered approach while Panasonic and Sony uses onlyprospect centered

advertisements. Regarding emotional and rationa appeals mostly orexclusevly rational approach

are used by Philips, Samsung, and Sony. Panasonic uses mostly emotional approaches and LG

uses both types in most ads.

Creative Theme 

The creative theme varied much but the most common one was iconology where the product is

not prominently featured and symbols, icons, or index associated with product is used. LG

Electronics used mostly a totem theme but also narcissism and idoltary. Panasonoic used

iconology and totem, Philips iconlogy, Samsung mostly idoltary and Sony iconology.

Appeals 

For many of the competitors the attributes differ much from advertisment to advertisment.

However common attributes are aesthetics as the design is important, sensory pleasure because

the watching experience is important and pleasure again watching in a more emotional

perspective. Competitors that do not differ much in attributesare those with few ads.

Execution Formats 
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Also the execution formats differ much for the competitos that have many advertisments.

However LG uses a lot of mood and image, fantasy, and spokesperson. Panasonic mood and

image as well as fantasy. Philips use demonstration focus. Samsung sientific evidence, straight

forward, and technical expertise.

7.3. Media Channels 

Newspapers are a popular media channel used as one of the manin media channels by LG

Electronics, Panasonic, and Samsung. This media channel should be effective for high tehcnology

products such as flat screen TVs as the process time is long. The Swede are also to an large extent

interested in ads from this media.

Magasines are used to an large extent by companies like LG, Philips,and Samsung. Magasines

are good becuse of its ability to targeti different group of people, bring forward product details

and also present a lot of information.

Television commercials give a good coverage and are effective atdelivering a strong brand

identity. But the media channel is also cluttered and expensive and gives a short process time. It

has also been found that Swedes are not positive to this media channel. Companies that choose to

use this as an main media a channel is Sony, but also Samsung uses the media to an large extent.

Radio is a good reminder for messages. Samsung uses this media during the months when

demand were expected to be high.

Outddor advertising brings greate coverage but it also has a short process time. This

channel should be used as a support medium. The attitude towards outdoor advertising

amongst Swedes is positive to the same extent as they are positive to advertising in

newspapers. Philips uses outdoor advertising more than any other company but also

Samsung and Sony uses it.

7.4. Trend and Correlations 

The past year some changes happened on the flat screen TV market, Sonyand Philips lost market

shares and Samsung gained large amount of the market. The reasons for Sony loss in market

shares might be that the demand for flat TVs is shifting from the wealthy people to a more
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common Swede with average income. Older people are more faithful to their preferred brand and

Sony is the most popular one followed by Philips. The changes in the market also show that

customers are becoming younger and this might contribute to Philips and Sony losses. Alarming

is that Samsung is gaining so much in market shares. This is something that should be followed

up with top-of-mind polls and investigations how the most preferred brands change.

Trends that can be identified from table 6.1, 6.3, 6.5, 6.7, and 6.9 is that market shares seem to

drop if share of media space is below 5%. Conditions that counteractthis are when the media

space expenditures are over 100 thousand SEK or when the price levelis low or very low

compared to competitors. Reinforcing this is eight differentmonths for different competitors

when this happen; LG March and June, Philips February, September, October, and November,

and Panasonic May and September. Months when the conditions are as described above and

market shares do not drop is only two months.

Generally some can be made from The findings in this thesis is not to be taken as a certainty, the

results are only indications of how the advertising in the flat screen TV market works. When the

effect of different ad and media channels are discussed one must remember that many other

parameters like shortage of products, external tests, PR, exhibitionin stores, and so on also affect

sales. Another factor to also consider is that depending on ad design consumers in different stages

of the decision process are affected.

What type of ad design give effect accoording to the chategories in the theory is not possible to

say. However it seems like different ad types have diffrent effect depending on the company. It

can be observed that different forms of sales promotion advertisements for the most part result in

increased sales. Other ads identified as need recognition stage affecting ones will not give an

immediate effect in the sales. Reasons for the bad result abstracts communication design, such as

Samsung ads 9 and 10 where the contour of TV is show and the design talked about, might be the

risk factor that customers experience. However using prospect centered promotion with attributes

like comfort, luxury and aesthetics works for Samsung, partly due to that the same ads are sales

promotion campaigns. For LG Electronics these types of campaigns dose not work at all tough.

Interestingly Philips two very similar advertisements one works better than the other one. The

reason for this might be that the one working well is clearly targeted to Swedes interested in

sports as the other does not target anybody in particular. Hence, advertisements that trigger sales
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are often sales promotion campaigns. Further product centered advertisements are most common

amongst those ads where a positive effect on sales can be observed.

The media channel use differed quite a lot between the competitors. Indications that can be

observed from table 6.1, 6.3, 6.5, 6.7, and 6.9 is that TV commercials are not as cost effective in

triggering sales as print media is. Also outdoor advertising does not seem to be effective when

increased sales are the objective. However a positive combination of media channels when

companies want to raise their prices is provincial press and popular press. If the media space

share is 15% or higher and the media channels used is mostly provincial and popular press the

companies should not lose market shares even though raising prices. Prof for this can be seen in

LG�s July and August sales, Panasonics January and July sales, and Samsungs February and 

March sales. Further reinforcing this is that there are no months with conditions as described

above when sales increase despite higher costs.

7.5. Recommendationsfor the Future 

Looking at the result of the media expenditures compared to the gain in market shares LG

Electronics did very good as they gained the most in market shares in contrast to Panasonic and

Philips that spent approximately the same amount in media space.

Nevertheless LG Electronics should look over how they set their objectives. As it is now the

different marketing departments have common objectives given byheadquarter. The different

department does not have any own spoken objectives tough, possibly common as well as own

objectives can be set for the departments. The objectives might be totrigger sales, increase top-

of- mind value, create better brand awareness or develop brand equities. These objectives should

then be used in all marketing activities.

LG Electronics use many different communication tools as it is today. What they can do to

improve effectiveness is recognize in what stage of the decision process the communication tool

comes in and thereafter design the communication. As the design of the communication LG

Electronics uses is mainly done by an external company the collaboration between LG and the

creative advertising agency needs to be improved. LG Electronicsmostly communicates verbally

to the agency what they want an advertisement to communicate. Verbal communication gives

room form many interpretations and several misunderstandings. What LG could do is to provide

the agency with over all marketing objectives or even better objectives for the specific campaign.
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Also who they wish to target with their communication is important. If they very specifically

know what they want to communicate the can also could give the agencypreferred creative

strategy or even attributes.

LG Electronics European guidelines state that the marketing strategy is to use emotional attribute

which is not consistent what is used in Sweden. But using one apprach alosne might not be the

most effective solution. LG and Samsung that did get a good result for 2006 marketing bothused a

varied marketing approaches and attributes.

However many different looks are used by LG in their advertisements. As the integration theory

suggests the creative design should be integrated so that a uniformcreative design goes beyond

only the structure of the ad so that also the colors and composition of the ad communicate LG

Electronics. This is process has already started as this is written and the new ad design common

for all department will be introduced during 2007.

Suggestions for LG Electronis is to futher investigate to reinforce the findings. They can also

keep track of the marketing done on the market so that the advertising can be as cost effectve as

possible. A mapping of what customers find important when purchasing a flat screen television

would further help planning of marketing communication.
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APPENDIX A 

Data from SIFO consumer study



















Appendix B 

List of media expenditures












